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Abstract

A gain graph is a graph whose oriented edges are labelled invertibly from a group G; the
gain group. A gain graph determines a biased graph and therefore has three natural matroids

(as shown in Parts I and II): the bias matroid G has connected circuits; the complete lift matroid

L0 and its restriction to the edge set, the lift matroid L; have circuits not necessarily connected.
We investigate representations of these matroids. Each has a canonical vector representation

over any skew field F such that GDF� (in the case of G) or GDFþ (in the case of L and L0).

The representation of G is unique up to change of gains when the gain graph is full, but not in

general. The representation of G or L is unique or semi-unique (up to changing the gains) for

‘thick’ biased graphs. The lift representations are unique (up to change of gains) for L0 but not

for L: The bias matroid is representable also in other ways by points and hyperplanes; one of

these representations dualizes the vector representation, while two, in projective space,

strongly generalize the theorems of Menelaus and Ceva. (The latter specialize to properties of

the geometry of midpoints and farpoints, and of median and edge-parallel hyperplanes, in an

affine simplex.) The dual hyperplane representation can be abstracted away from fields to a

kind of equational logic and permutation geometry that exist for every gain group. The lift

matroids are representable by orthographic points and by linear, projective, and affinographic

hyperplanes. L0 also has a metric hyperplanar representation that depends on the Pythagorean

theorem. Incidental results are that Whitney’s 2-isomorphism operations preserve gains and,

to an extent, matroids; and new definitions of the bias and lift matroids based on extremal

properties of the rank functions.
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Introduction

This article concerns a meeting point of graph theory, matroid theory, and
geometry: the geometrical and equational representation theory of matroids of gain
graphs. A gain graph F is a graph together with a mapping (the gain function) from
the edge set E to a group (the gain group), such that reversing the direction of an edge
inverts the gain. We call a circle (edge set of a simple closed path) balanced if its edge
gains, taken in circular order, multiply to the identity. This gives a biased graph: a
graph together with a subclass of its circles, called the ‘balanced’ circles, such that if
the union of two balanced circles is a theta graph, the third circle in their union is
also balanced. The matroids we investigate are three matroids associated with any
biased graph, and in particular with any gain graph F: Say a subgraph is balanced if
every circle in it is balanced (and it contains no half edges—see Section 1). For an
edge set S let bðSÞ denote the number of balanced components and cðSÞ the total
number of components of ðN;SÞ; where N is the node set of F; and let n ¼ #N: The
bias rank of S is

rkGS ¼ n � bðSÞ

(provided n is finite; in general see Section 1); it is the rank function of the bias

matroid GðFÞ; whose point set is E: Let e0 be an extra or ideal point not in E and
define the lift rank

rkLS ¼
n � cðSÞ if SDE is balanced;

n þ 1� cðSÞ if S is unbalanced or e0AS

(

(again, provided n is finite). This is the rank function of the complete lift matroid

L0ðFÞ; whose ground set is E,fe0g; its restriction to E is the lift matroid. Our
fundamental results (in Sections 2 and 4) are the construction of ‘canonical’
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representations of each of these matroids as linear dependence matroids of
vectors over a skew field which contains the gain group as (in the bias case) a
multiplicative subgroup or (in the lift case) an additive subgroup. For any gain
group we also give a vector-like permutation representation of GðFÞ and a
closely related but purely logical representation as a system of two-term equations
(Section 3).
We also demonstrate various refinements of the basic vector representations. For

instance, dualizing gives a representation by hyperplanes whose equations are (in the
bias case) of the form xi ¼ axj or xi ¼ 0 or (in the lift case) of the form xj � xi ¼ ax0

or x0 ¼ 0; we give real and complex examples of hyperplanar bias representations,
with the number of regions in the real case and the Betti numbers of the complement
in the latter. (A further duality, which we omit, would give zonotopal representations
and related enumerations.) Projecting the vector representation of GðFÞ yields an
extension of the theorem of Menelaus, more general than the higher-dimensional
Menelaus theorems of [7,10,23]. Dually, we have a very general Ceva theorem. In
these results we take an affine basis B and arbitrary points, called apices, on the lines
generated by B in projective space. A Cevian or apical hyperplane is the span
of an apex and the basis elements not on its line. The Menelaus theorem describes
the projective dependencies of the apices. The Ceva theorem describes the
intersection pattern of the apical hyperplanes. Our theorems seem to be ultimate
of this type because the apices are subject to no restriction. (However, there do
appear to be other generalizations, at least of Ceva: see Boldescu [7]. It would be
interesting to see a gain-graphic formulation and a Menelæan analog of Boldescu’s
theorem.) In order to understand these representations and several examples
involving midpoints and medians of edges, as well as infinite points on and
parallel hyperplanes to edge lines, we are forced to develop some tools of projective
geometry that appear to be obscure or maybe new. For the lift and complete
lift matroids there are an affine variant of canonical representation of LðFÞ;
which we call an ‘orthographic’ representation, and a ‘Pythagorean’ representation
of L0ðFÞ by Euclidean hyperplanes. In a subsequent paper (Part VI) we give a
different presentation of some of these representations in the style of synthetic
geometry.
We consider the possibility of uniqueness theorems, asserting that any linear

representation of a gain-graphic or biased-graphic matroid is of canonical type. That
is not true in general. We prove it true for natural large, though specialized, classes of
gain and biased graphs (see especially Theorem 7.1); but we do not solve the
important problem of determining the gain or biased graphs having only canonical
representations.
Section 5 on Whitney operations and separable graphs casts light on some simple

aspects of geometric representation. Remarkably, although the bias matroid is not
invariant under Whitney’s 2-isomorphism operations, the existence of a canonical
representation over a given skew field is. Section 6 on alternative definitions of the
lift and bias matroids, required here for the proof of Theorem 7.1, is most interesting
as a continuation of Part II. Section 8 concludes the treatment of the biased K4’s in
Parts I, II, and III.
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The main questions raised by this work are based on our concept of canonical
representation. We ask: which biased graphs have noncanonical representations, and
in which skew fields does a biased graph O have additive or multiplicative gains? We
collect some remarks about these properties in Section 8. I hope these and other gaps
in our understanding of biased graphs will be taken as a challenge to discover
answers—and, no doubt, further questions.
The numerous examples, some illustrated, include the spikes, swirls, and whirls of

matroid representation theory, Menelæan and Cevian corollaries about the affine
geometry of a simplex, and many others intended to illuminate the main results. In
subsequent parts [48] we fill out the theory with a much wider variety of examples.
Dowling geometries in their gain-graphical aspect, and various generalizations, have
interesting features related to unique and semi-unique representability and
isomorphism (Part V). We have a good deal to say about contrabalanced graphs
(Part VII), where no circle is balanced; to mention only one of many questions, we
are led to speculate about a contrabalanced analog of Tutte’s theory of nowhere-zero
flows. Part VIII is a grab-bag of investigations of other special types of bias.
About balanced graphs, simple as they are, there is a little to say. On additively
biased graphs—equivalently, signed graphs—we review some representation
results that are known, but not all well known, looking in particular at antibalanced
biased graphs (equivalently, all-negative signed graphs). We study two kinds of bias
based on orientation of the graph: bias from poise, where a balanced circle
has no majority direction, and antidirection bias, where directions reverse at
every step around a balanced circle. Bias from Hamiltonian circles gives us an
excellent opportunity to explore the relationship between gain groups and
‘canonical’ matroid representations, although we can say little about noncanonical
representations.
If the gain graph is finite and the scalar field is an ordered one, say the real

numbers, we can define hyperplane separations of a point representation and faces
(k-dimensional cells for any k) of a hyperplane representation. Basic geometric
theorems and the chromatic theory of Part III enable us to express the number of
hyperplane separations and the numbers of k-dimensional faces in terms of
chromatic invariants of the gain graph. In the infinite case one cannot count, but one
can still ask the basic question: what is the abstract structure of the hyperplane
separations of a vector representation, or dually of the faces of a hyperplanar
representation, for a gain graph with ordered gain group, and more generally for a
biased graph? That means finding the correct definition of orientation of a biased
graph so as to be compatible with the oriented matroid [6,5] of the canonical vector
and hyperplanar representations of a real multiplicative or additive gain graph—that
is, of GðFÞ when GDR� or LðFÞ when GDRþ (Theorems 2.1 and 4.1 and Corollary
2.2). The definition should be compatible with that of signed-graph orientation in
[43]. In the first version of this article, in 1986, I could only speculate on a possible
approach. Recently Slilaty solved and generalized the first half of this problem,
finding the correct definition of oriented-matroid cycles of the bias matroid of a
biased graph with signed edges; that and more will be found in his doctoral
dissertation [31].
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This article is a continuation of the theory of biased graphs in Parts I–III [41].
Nevertheless it should be possible to read it without being familiar with the previous
parts. For still more work on gain and biased graphs the reader may peruse [45].
Since this part is long, some guidance to the reader may be appropriate. The core

is Sections 2.1 and 4.1, followed by Section 7. After these in importance are Sections
2.5, 2.6, and 4.5, and then the remainder of the paper.

1. Preliminaries

In principle we assume that the reader is acquainted with relevant definitions from
Parts I–III, but in practice that will not usually be necessary. Here we re-emphasize
some standard notation and introduce some new notation and concepts. We cite
earlier and later parts [41,48] in the style ‘Section I.2’, ‘Theorem III.5.1’.
Always, G is a graph ðN;EÞ; n ¼ #N; which may be infinite; O is a biased graph

ðG;BÞ (Section I.1); G is a group; and F is a gain graph ðG;j;GÞ; meaning that it

has underlying graph G; gain group G; and gain function j (Section I.5). We may
leave the group implicit, writing F ¼ ðG;jÞ: We sometimes write jjOjj or jjFjj for the
underlying graph G: E� is the set of ordinary edges (links and loops). Other edges are
half edges (one endpoint) and loose edges (no endpoints, but we shall have little use
for them here). E0 is E,fe0g; where the extra point e0eE: For the gain of an edge e

with endpoints v and w (written nGðeÞ ¼ fv;wg; a multiset since v and w may be
equal) we usually write jðe; v;wÞ in order to indicate the sense in which the gain is

measured; thus jðe;w; vÞ ¼ jðe; v;wÞ�1: The biased graph determined by F is
denoted by /FS (Section I.5; the former notation ½F� was an error and should be

reserved for switching classes). If O has the form /FS and G is the gain group of F;
we say that O has gains in G: The bias, lift, or complete lift matroid of F is that of
/FS; we write GðFÞ for Gð/FSÞ; etc. These matroids are defined by the rank
functions stated in the introduction when the biased graph has finite order; in general
we define the rank of S in terms of the edge-induced subgraph O : S; which is the
biased subgraph consisting of S and its incident node set NðSÞ; then the rank
functions are:

rkGS ¼ #NðSÞ � bðO : SÞ

for the bias matroid and

rkLS ¼
#NðSÞ � cðO : SÞ if SDE is balanced;

#NðSÞ þ 1� cðO : SÞ if S is unbalanced or e0AS

(

for the lift and complete lift matroids, with the proviso that balanced loops are to be
ignored in calculating NðSÞ and O : S: (These definitions coincide with those in the
introduction when n is finite. We interpret both ranks as N when NðSÞ is infinite.)
An unbalanced figure is an unbalanced circle or a half edge.
The restriction FjðW ;SÞ or OjðW ;SÞ of a gain or biased graph to a subgraph

ðW ;SÞ is the subgraph with gains restricted to S or with balanced circles equal to
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those contained in S: Restriction to S; as in OjS; means restriction to ðN;SÞ (as
opposed to an edge-induced subgraph O : S; which is the restriction to ðNðSÞ;SÞÞ: The
edge set induced by a node set W is E : W ¼ feAE: |aNðeÞDWg; the subgraph
induced by W is O : W ¼ OjðW ;E : WÞ and similarly for graphs and gain graphs.

A switching function Z is any function N-G: The switching of F by Z is FZ whose

gain function is jZðe; v;wÞ ¼ ZðvÞ�1jðe; v;wÞZðwÞ: Two gain graphs are switching

equivalent if one is a switching of the other. The switching equivalence class, or
switching class, of F is denoted by ½F�: Since the balanced circle class of a gain graph
is unaltered by switching, the various matroids of the gain graph are also unchanged.

A potential for a balanced gain graph F is a function y : N-G such that

jðe; v;wÞ ¼ yðvÞ�1yðwÞ for each edge e : vw: (A potential cannot exist if F has an

unbalanced circle.) The reciprocal y�1; defined by y�1ðvÞ ¼ ðyðvÞÞ�1; is a switching
function that switches F to the identity gain graph ðjjFjj; 1Þ: Conversely, any such
switching function is the reciprocal of a potential. An example of a potential in a
connected gain graph is obtained by choosing a root node v and defining yðwÞ ¼
jðPvwÞ if Pvw is a vw-path.

If X is a subset of a linear, affine, or projective space L over some skew field, we
write span X for the subspace ð¼ flatÞ spanned by X : We write MðX Þ for the
matroid of X under the appropriate dependence relation. (Note that we distinguish
between L and its matroid MðLÞ:) IfH is a family of hyperplanes in L; a flat of H is
a subspace formed by intersecting members of H; for example the whole space,

which is
T
|; but we exclude the empty subspace in the affine case. In a projective

space an affine flat is a flat not contained in the ideal hyperplane hN:
Let M be a matroid on ground set E: M is a line if it has rank 2. Lat M is the

lattice of flats. Latb F is the semilattice of balanced flats in GðFÞ or LðFÞ:
Now, let F be a skew field. A linear (i.e., vector) representation of M over F is a

mapping f of E into the point set of a linear space L over F (with F ; if not
commutative, acting on the left unless otherwise stated) such that, for each SDE;
f ðSÞ is dependent exactly when S is. An affine [or, projective] representation of M is a
mapping f of E\floopsg into the point set of an affine [or, projective] space L such
that, for each SDE; f ðSÞ is dependent exactly when S is. L need not be
coordinatizable, but if it has coordinates in a skew field F we say f is an affine [or,
projective] representation of M over F : Similarly, a hyperplane representation of M is
a mapping from E to a family of hyperplanes in L which preserves dependence and
independence. (For an affine hyperplane representation this definition is not quite
correct, but it is correct to think of it as a projective hyperplane representation, not
using the ideal hyperplane, which is then restricted to affine space.) Our definition of
projective space is broad: we admit a line (of order at least 2); we consider it
desarguesian when it is coordinatized by a skew field.
Two representations of a matroid M in a linear or projective space L are

projectively equivalent if they are related by a projective automorphism of L: In a
linear space or a coordinatized projective space a projective automorphism is a linear
operator combined with a field automorphism and scaling of vectors (multiplication
by a nonzero scalar). In a projective space of dimension 2 or higher, a projective
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automorphism is a collineation. (We do not define projective equivalence in a
noncoordinatized projective line.) We say M has (projectively) unique representation

in L if it has only one representation in L up to projective equivalence. All graphic
matroids have projectively unique representation [9].
Suppose E is a nonempty set of points in a real linear or affine space and M is its

linear dependence matroid. A hyperplane separation of E is a partition of E into at
most two parts that are separable by a hyperplane. The number of hyperplane

separations of E is 1
2
jpMð�1Þj; where pMðlÞ is the characteristic polynomial of M

(Section III.5). This is known by Zaslavsky [36, Corollaries 6.1 and 6.2], also by Las
Vergnas [26, Theorem 3.1 and note on p. 243] (and see [25]).
An arrangement of hyperplanes is a finite family of hyperplanes in d-dimensional

linear, affine, or projective space over some skew field. The characteristic polynomial

ofH is pHðlÞ ¼
P

tmð|; tÞldim t where t ranges over all intersections (nonvoid, except

in the projective case) of members of H and m is the Möbius function of the
semilattice of intersections (see [36]). If H is linear and M is the matroid of H; then

pHðlÞ ¼ ld�rk MpMðlÞ; if H is projective, then pHðlÞ ¼ ldþ1�rk MpMðlÞ; there is a
similar formula for affine arrangements.
Suppose H is a real hyperplane arrangement. H decomposes the space into cells

of various dimensions, called the faces of H: Let fk be the number of k-dimensional

faces. The face generating polynomial is fHðxÞ ¼
P

kxd�kfk: It is known from [36,

Theorems A and B] that fHðxÞ ¼ ð�1Þrk M
wMð�x;�1Þ in the linear case,

1
2½ð�1Þ

rk M
wMð�x;�1Þ þ xrk M � in the projective case, where wMðx; lÞ is the

Whitney-number polynomial of M (Section III.5). There are similar formulas in
the real affine case both for all faces and for bounded faces [36, Theorems A and C].

If H is a complex hyperplane arrangement in the affine space AdðCÞ; its
complement X has complicated topology, but the Poincaré polynomial of X ;

PHðyÞ ¼
P

iX0rk HiðX ;ZÞyi; is computable from H: it equals ð�yÞd
pHð�1=yÞ ([28],

or see [29, Theorem 5.93]).
Thus when we can calculate the characteristic polynomial of a gain-graphic or

biased-graphic matroid we can find the number of hyperplane separations, or of d-
faces, of a real representation; if we can calculate the Whitney-number polynomial
we can find the number of faces of each dimension of a hyperplane representation.
Moreover, the individual coefficients of these polynomials have geometrical
interpretations, both in the complex (as above) and real [18] cases. In Part III we
discussed methods of evaluating the polynomials and applied them to several
interesting types of examples. In this and future parts we apply the conclusions
herein to study the geometry of many of those examples and interpret their numbers.

2. Geometry of the bias matroid

A bias representation of O is a vector, affine, or projective representation of GðOÞ:
Amongst all possible bias representations we single out one type that is canonical for
a gain graph.
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2.1. Canonical representations

Suppose the gain group G of F is a multiplicative subgroup of F : (We write

GpF �:) Let L be an F -vector space and N-L (written v/v̂) a bijection of N onto

an independent subset N̂ of L: For each edge we define a vector xFðeÞ; or simply
xðeÞ;AL by

xFðeÞ ¼
�v̂ þ jðe; v;wÞŵ if nGðeÞ ¼ fv;wg;
v̂ if e is a half edge at v;

0 if e is a loose edge or balanced loop:

8><
>:

This definition for a link or loop corresponds to orienting e from v to w; the opposite
orientation would yield xðeÞ ¼ jðe;w; vÞv̂ � ŵ: But the latter is a nonzero multiple of
the former; consequently xðeÞ is well defined up to nonzero scalar multiplication and
it is completely well defined if every link and loop of G is given a direction. For
notational convenience we define xðSÞ ¼ fxðeÞ : eASg (which may be a multiset) if

SDE and Ŵ ¼ fŵ : wAWg for WDN: We call xF a standard bias representation

of F:
The reader may now go directly to part (a) of Theorem 2.1. The next paragraphs

prepare for part (b).

Let IðFÞ be the N � E matrix whose columns are the vectors xðeÞAFN ; we call this
an incidence matrix of F (associated with the particular orientation used to define x;
thus IðFÞ is well defined up to nonzero scalar multiplication of columns).
We call a mapping f : E-L a canonical bias representation of F (in full, a

canonical linear, or vector, bias representation over F ) if there exists a mapping N-L
of N onto an independent set N̂ under which each f ðeÞ is a nonzero multiple of xðeÞ;
or if L can be enlarged so that such a mapping exists. From the projective viewpoint
(anticipating Theorem 2.1(a)), f is an embedding of GðFÞ in the projective space

P ¼ ðL\f0gÞ=F� that is completely determined once N̂ is chosen. (We must
remember that a balanced loop or loose edge, which in a vector representation
corresponds to the zero vector, in a projective or affine representation is represented

by no point at all.) If L ¼ span N̂ we can regard L as the coordinatized vector space

FN and P as the particular projective space PN�1 ¼ ðF N
\f0gÞ=F�; with coordinates

xv for vAN: (Although N is not a number, we write a superscript N � 1 to suggest
the dimension and coordinate system of the space. If N is finite, the dimension equals
n � 1:)

Suppose L and N̂ as in the preceding paragraph. Scaling L by a switching function

Z : N-F� means multiplying each vector ûAN̂ by the arbitrary nonzero scalar ZðuÞ:
This has the effect of transforming a vector x ¼

P
uANxuû to xZ ¼

P
uANxuZðuÞû;

thus, ðxZÞu ¼ xuZðuÞ: Scaling is defined only for vectors spanned by N̂: If f : E-L is

any function whose image lies in span N̂; we define f Z by f ZðeÞ ¼ f ðeÞZ; i.e., f ZðeÞu ¼
f ðeÞuZðuÞ for each uAN:

We call f : E-L a canonical bias representation of the switching class ½F� if f is a
canonical bias representation of a gain graph FZA½F�: In terms of linear algebra, f is
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virtually any function obtained from xF through scaling L: Any canonical bias
representation of ½F� is identical to a scaling of a switching of a canonical bias
representation of F: This is the meaning of the relationship

xFZðe; v;wÞ ¼ ZðvÞ�1ðxFÞZðe; v;wÞ: ð2:1Þ

Thus switching gains gives a new but projectively equivalent representation; so a
switching class ½F� has a unique canonical bias representation up to projective
equivalence. (The converse is not true; see Section 2.3.)
We have so far defined a canonical bias representation of a gain graph and a

switching class. A definition for biased graphs will appear later.

A function f : E-F N and subset SDE determine functions f jS; the restriction of f

to S; and in a complicated way f =S : Sc-FpbðSÞ; defined on Sc ¼ E\S: To define f =S;
let S ¼ S0,S1,?,Sk where S0 is the union of all unbalanced components of S

and the other Si are the balanced components of S: Let Z be a switching function
under which jZjSi

 1 for each i40: For eASc and VApbðSÞ; set ð f =SÞðeÞV ¼P
uAV f ZðeÞu: This definition of f =S is unique up to switching of F=S so it is well

defined on ½F=S�: In fact, f =S is the image of f under a vector space homomorphism.

In FpbðSÞ let ##V be the unit vector in the V -direction, and let ##pbðSÞ be the basis

composed of all such unit vectors. The homomorphism sends ûAN̂ to ##VA ##pbðSÞ if
uAVApbðSÞ and to 0 if no such V exists.

Theorem 2.1. Let F ¼ ðG;j;GÞ be a gain graph and F a skew field containing G as a

multiplicative subgroup.

(a) The linear dependence matroid of the vectors xFðeÞ is isomorphic, under the

mapping xF; to the bias matroid GðFÞ:
(b) For any canonical bias representation f and any SDE; f jS is a canonical bias

representation of FjS and f =S is a canonical bias representation of ½F=S�:

Proof of (a). We may treat a half edge as an unbalanced loop (with gain zero,
say).
It is easy to show by trimming pendant edges that xðSÞ is independent if S is a

forest.
Suppose S is a circle, say S ¼ e1e2?ek with ei oriented from vi�1 to vj: (We take

subscripts modulo k:) A linear relation
Pk

1aixðeiÞ ¼ 0 requires that ajþ1 ¼ ajjðejÞ for
each j: Therefore, a1  akþ1 ¼ akjðekÞ ¼ ? ¼ a1jðe1Þ?jðekÞ ¼ a1jðSÞ: We have
a1ð1� jðSÞÞ ¼ 0; so either S is balanced and its vectors are dependent, or it is
unbalanced and they are independent.
In the latter case, letting a1 ¼ 1 and aj ¼ jðe1Þ?jðej�1Þ for 2pjpk; we havePk
1aixðeiÞ ¼ ðjðSÞ � 1Þv̂k: Therefore v̂k and consequently all v̂i; ipk; are in

span xðSÞ: That is, span xðSÞ ¼ span N̂ðTÞ: If we enlarge S to a connected edge

set T ; we have span xðTÞ ¼ span N̂ðTÞ:
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One can easily deduce that, if R is an edge set each of whose components has
cyclomatic number at most one and contains no balanced circle, then R is
independent. But if a component of R contains a balanced circle or has cyclomatic
number at least two, R is dependent. It follows that the linear dependence matroid of
xðEÞ is GðFÞ: &

Proof of (b). The statement for f jS is trivial.

For f =S it suffices to consider the possible types of edge eAEðF\SÞ:
First, e may have two endpoints (not necessarily different) in balanced

components (not necessarily different) of F=S: Say the endpoints are v and w and
vAV ; wAW ; with V ;WApbðSÞ: We have f ðeÞ ¼ aexFðeÞ; whence f ZðeÞ ¼
aeZðvÞxFZðeÞ ¼ aeZðvÞ½�v̂ þ jZðe; v;wÞŵ�; so that

ð f =SÞðeÞ ¼ aeZðvÞ½� ##V þ jZðe; v;wÞ ##W� ¼ aeZðvÞxFZ=SðeÞ:

Second, e may have two endpoints of which only one, or neither, is in a balanced
component of S: Thus e becomes a half or loose edge, respectively, in F=S: Or, e may
be a half or loose edge in F: All these cases are easy to verify.
The conclusion is that f =S is a canonical bias representation of FZ=S: &

In the case of a commutative field we can say more. Let C be a circle in F; let IðFÞ
be an incidence matrix of F in which the edges of C are all oriented the same way
around C; and let M be the square submatrix of IðFÞ indexed by NðCÞ and C (that
is, an incidence matrix of F : NðCÞjC). Then

detM ¼ 7ð1� jðCÞÞ: ð2:2Þ

We omit the proof.

Dowling [13, Theorem 10] gave a proof of Theorem 2.1(a) for F ¼ GK�
n (the full

G-expansion of Kn; defined in Examples I.6.7 and III.3.7 and Part V) along with a
strong converse for that example ([13, Theorem 9], generalized in our Proposition
2.4). His result implies Theorem 2.1(a) for finite order, since the bias matroid of any

gain graph of finite order is essentially a submatroid of GðGK�
n Þ: His proof is based

on a presentation of GðGK�
n Þ as a kind of partition lattice; our proof, based on a

graphical presentation, is much simpler. Special cases have appeared as well. Proofs

for G ¼ R� have appeared in the literature of networks with gains; cf. [27]. A detailed

proof for #G ¼ 2 in [37, Section 8A] is based on Eq. (2.2); it adapts readily to the
general commutative case.

Example 2.1. In Fig. 1(a) we see a gain graph F of order n ¼ 3 with gains in Q�; the
multiplicative group of rational numbers. We adopt the simplified notation geij for

an edge vivj with gain jðgeij; vi; vjÞ ¼ g: (Then for instance 2e13 ¼ 2�1e31:) The

balanced circles are C1 ¼ f3e12; 1e23; 3e13g and C2 ¼ f1e12; 2e23; 2e31g; since their

gains are jðC1Þ ¼ 3 � 1 � 3�1 ¼ 1 and jðC2Þ ¼ 1 � 2 � 2�1 ¼ 1: (The digon f3e12; 3e21g
has gain 3 � 3a1 so it is unbalanced.) Therefore, /FS ¼ ðjjFjj; fC1;C2gÞ:
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The vectors that canonically represent GðFÞ in R3;

xðh1Þ ¼ b1 ¼ ð1; 0; 0Þ; xðð�1Þe22Þ ¼ �b2 þ ð�1Þb2 ¼ ð0;�2; 0Þ;

xð1e12Þ ¼ ð�1; 1; 0Þ; xð3e12Þ ¼ ð�1; 3; 0Þ; xð3e21Þ ¼ ð3;�1; 0Þ;

xð1e23Þ ¼ ð0;�1; 1Þ; xð2e23Þ ¼ ð0;�1; 2Þ;

xð2e13Þ ¼ ð�1; 0; 2Þ; xð3e13Þ ¼ ð�1; 0; 3Þ;

ARTICLE IN PRESS

Fig. 1. A Q�-gain graph F; a canonical real vector bias representation (b), and a canonical real

hyperplanar representation (c). Arrows by the edges of F indicate the direction in which the gain is

calculated; the superfluous arrows by identity-gain edges are omitted.
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are shown in Fig. 1(b), and the corresponding canonical hyperplane representation

(see Corollary 2.2) is in Fig. 1(c). The vectors span R3 since rk GðFÞ ¼ 3: An
incidence matrix of F (with edges in the same order as above) is

IðFÞ ¼
1 0 �1 �1 3 0 0 �1 �1
0 �2 1 3 �1 �1 �1 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 1 2 2 3

2
64

3
75:

The gain group, G ¼ Q�; embeds in several ways as a subgroup of R�: Each
different embedding gives a different canonical bias representation of F and none of
these are projectively equivalent (by Proposition 2.9). Still other canonical bias
representations of GðFÞ may result from other gains for /FS; switching
inequivalent to F; in gain group R�: Indeed, up to switching, gains for /FS are
any of these:

jð1e12; v1v2Þ ¼ 1; jð3e12; v1; v2Þ ¼ a; jð3e21; v1; v2Þ ¼ b;

jð1e23; v2; v3Þ ¼ g; jð2e23; v2; v3Þ ¼ 1;

jð2e13; v1; v3Þ ¼ 1; jð3e13; v1; v3Þ ¼ ag;

jðð�1Þe22Þ ¼ d;

where a; b; g; da1; aab; aga1; aba1: Even ignoring d; which does not materially
affect the representation, this leaves three nearly independent choices a; b; gAR�

leading to different, projectively inequivalent canonical bias representations.
However, since every link is multiple and GðFÞaLðFÞ; by Theorem 7.1 every real

representation of GðFÞ is a canonical bias representation with respect to some R�-
gains for /FS: We may therefore say that the inequivalent real representations of
GðFÞ form a 3-parameter family. Similar remarks apply for any choice of scalar skew
field F ; keeping in mind that F must be large enough for a; b; g to be choosable, that
is, #FX5: One must also remember that parameters ða; b; gÞ and ða0; b0; g0Þ give
projectively equivalent representations if they are related by Aut F ; and only if,
because of Proposition 2.9.

Example 2.2 (Swirls). A swirl is a matroid Gð2Cn;BÞ where nX3 and B is a linear
class of Hamiltonian circles. (This is a special case of Hamiltonian bias, Examples
I.6.8 and III.12.2. By the definition of a linear class, no two circles in B can differ in
only one edge.) Swirls (along with spikes, Example 4.2) are crucial examples for
representability over finite fields [15,30,35].

A free swirl is a bicircular matroid Gð2Cn; |Þ with nX3: Arbitrary swirls differ
from free ones in having circuit hyperplanes corresponding to the balanced circles.
From amongst the great variety of swirls [35] singles out three: the free swirls (see
[30, Section 5], whose matroids Mr are free swirls), swirls with one balanced circle,
and those with two complementary balanced circles. Each has its own represent-
abilities, which we shall not go into here; we content ourselves with two
observations.
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First, we describe representations. The free swirl Gð2Cn; |Þ; like any bicircular
matroid, is representable over every sufficiently large field. Here is how: Choose n

independent base points p1;y; pn (in projective space, say) and two points xi; yi on
each line spanfpi�1; pig (with p0 ¼ pn) so that no n of x1; y1;y; xn; yn are dependent;
these represent the free swirl. Other swirls are obtained by specializing the xi and yi

to form the required circuit hyperplanes while maintaining the independence of the
base points and the unbalanced circles. (This is the definition of a swirl in [35].)
Theorem 7.1 tells us there are no other ways to represent a swirl if nX4: (We shall
say a little more about sufficient largeness in Part VII.)
Second, the swirl Gð2Cn;BÞ is F -representable if and only if ð2Cn;BÞ has gains in

F�: Also, if ð2Cn;BÞ happens to have no gains in any group, then its swirl Gð2Cn;BÞ
is not representable over any skew field. All this is also a consequence of Theorem
7.1. One example of a nongainable biased 2Cn with n ¼ 4 is given in Example 1.5.8; it
yields a nonrepresentable swirl of rank 4.

There is a dual representation by hyperplanes. In FN let xv be the coordinate
corresponding to node v: Let hðeÞ be the hyperplane specified by xv ¼ jðe; v;wÞxw if e

has endpoints v and w; by xv ¼ 0 if e is a half edge at v; and let hðeÞ ¼ FN (the
‘degenerate hyperplane’) if e is a loose edge or balanced loop. LetHðFÞ be the set (or
multiset) fhðeÞ: eAEg:We call this the canonical linear hyperplane bias representation

of F:

Corollary 2.2. The set LðHðFÞÞ of flats of HðFÞ; ordered by reverse inclusion, is

isomorphic to Lat GðFÞ under the mutually inverse mappings

AALat GðFÞ/
\
eAA

hðeÞ; tAL/fe : hðeÞ+tg:

For SDE; we have LðHÞðFjSÞÞDLatGðFjSÞ; and if s ¼
T

eAS hðeÞ; then

HðF=SÞDfhðeÞ-s : eeSg and LðHðF=SÞÞDftALðHðFÞÞ: tDsgDLat GðF=SÞ:

Corollary 2.3. Let F be finite.

(a) Suppose F ¼ R: Then the set xðEÞ has 1
2
jwFð�1Þj hyperplane separations. HðFÞ

has ð�1ÞnwFð�1Þ regions; its face generating polynomial equals ð�1Þn
wFð�x;�1Þ:

(b) Suppose F ¼ C: Then the complement Cn
\
S
HðFÞ has Poincaré polynomial

equal to ð�yÞnwFð�1=yÞ:

Proof. (a) By Theorem 2.1 (a) and Corollary 2.2, respectively, theorems of [36] cited
in Section 1, and Theorem III.5.1.
(b) By Corollary 2.2, [28], and Theorem III.5.1. &

Several real and complex hyperplanar representations related to root systems and
complex generalizations, with enumerative formulas, are given in Section V.8. Here
we present a different kind of example (that will show up again in Menelæan and
Cevian versions in Examples 2.10 and especially 2.12).
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Example 2.3 (Some real and complex hyperplanes). Think of the canonical
hyperplanar bias representations of �Kn and �K�

n : The hyperplanes are xi þ xj ¼
0 in the former and in the latter also xi ¼ 0: The chromatic polynomials (from [38,
Eqs. (1.1) and (5.7)]) are

w�K�
n
ðlÞ ¼

Xn

i¼1
Sðn; iÞ2i l� 1

2

� �
i

;

w�Kn
ðlÞ ¼ w�K�

n
ðlÞ þ nw�K�

n�1
ðlÞ

¼
Xn

i¼1
½Sðn; iÞ þ nSðn � 1; iÞ�2i l� 1

2

� �
i

;

where ðlÞn is the falling factorial lðl� 1Þ?ðl� n þ 1Þ and Sðn; iÞ is the Stirling

number of the second kind, the number of partitions of an n-element set into i parts;
so the numbers of regions of the corresponding real arrangements are

rðHRð�K�
n ÞÞ ¼

Xdþ1
i¼1

Sðd þ 1; iÞ2ii!ð�1Þdþ1�i;

rðHRð�KnÞÞ ¼
Xdþ1
i¼1

½Sðd þ 1; iÞ þ ðd þ 1ÞSðd; iÞ�2ii!ð�1Þdþ1�i:

From the Poincaré polynomials given by Corollary 2.3(b) we obtain the Betti
numbers of the complements

X ¼ Cn
[

HCð�KnÞ and X � ¼ Cn
[

HCð�K�
n Þ

//
of the complex hyperplane arrangements: they are

bkðX �Þ ¼
Xk

i¼0
ð�1Þi n � i

n � k

 !
tðn; n � iÞ;

bkðX Þ ¼
Xk

i¼0
ð�1Þi n � i

n � k

 !
½tðn; n � iÞ þ ntðn � 1; n � iÞ�;

where

tðn; n � iÞ ¼
Xi

j¼0
2i�jSðn; n � jÞsðn � j; n � iÞ;

here sðn; kÞ is the Stirling number of the first kind, or ð�1Þn�k times the number of
permutations of f1; 2;y; ng having k cycles.

One might hope that, conversely to Theorem 2.1(a), any linear representation of
the bias matroid of a biased graph O is a canonical bias representation of a gain
graph whose biased graph is O: But this is not always so.
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Example 2.4. Consider Gð7K3Þ; where7K3 is the signed expansion of K3; that is, it
has all possible positive and negative links. By Zaslavsky [37, Section 5]
Gð7K3ÞCGðK4Þ: Although GðK4Þ is binary, /7K3S has no canonical bias
representation over F2: The reason is that /7K3S can only have a gain group in
which some element has order 2 and there is no such element in F�2: See Example 7.5
for more about this example and for representation diagrams.

There is, however, a partial converse to the theorem.

Proposition 2.4. Let O ¼ ðG;BÞ be a full biased graph and F a skew field. Let f be an

F-linear representation of GðOÞ: Then there is a gain graph F such that /FS ¼ O and f

is a canonical bias representation of F:

Proof. Suppose f :E-L is the representation of GðOÞ: Since a set EN consisting of
one unbalanced edge ev at each node v is a basis for GðOÞ; f ðENÞ is independent. Let
us fix EN and set v̂ ¼ f ðevÞ: Then for an edge e with nGðeÞ ¼ fv;wg; f ðeÞ lies in
spanfv̂; ŵg so it is a scalar multiple of v̂ � aŵ for some aa0: We take jðe; v;wÞ ¼ a:
Now let F ¼ ðG;j;F�Þ: Since f is a canonical bias representation of F and a
representation of GðOÞ; the identity mapping on E is an isomorphism of GðFÞ with
GðOÞ: It follows that /FS ¼ O: &

Proposition 2.4 generalizes the vectorial portion of the unique representation
theorem for Dowling lattices [13, Theorem 9]. Dowling proved that, for nX3 and

#GX2; any vector representation f of GðGK�
n Þ is a canonical bias representation.

We can deduce this through the following argument. (1) By Proposition 2.4, f is a

canonical bias representation of some gain graph C with /CS ¼ /GK�
nS: (2) If

/CS ¼ /GK�
nS; where nX3; then C is switching equivalent to GK�

n : (We must

assume C has no isolated or monovalent nodes and we must treat all unbalanced

edges as if they were half edges. The gain group of C may be larger than G but it can
be cut down after switching.) This is easily proved (or see Theorem V.2.1). (3) Since

C and GK�
n are switching equivalent, their canonical bias representations are

projectively equivalent (see the remark near Eq. (2.1)). Combining (1)–(3) yields
Dowling’s theorem.
Define a canonical bias representation (over F) of the biased graph O to be any

canonical bias representation over F of a gain graph F whose biased graph is O:
(This is by definition a vector representation.) Different choices of F; although they
have the same biased graph, need not have any other relation to each other; e.g., they
may have different gain groups. By Proposition 2.4, we could equivalently define a
canonical bias representation of O as the restriction to E of any linear representation
of GðO�Þ:
Thus, we define a canonical projective [or, affine] bias representation of a biased

graph O to be the restriction to EðOÞ of any projective [affine] representation of
GðO�Þ: This definition is compatible with that of a canonical linear bias
representation of O: To see why, suppose GðOÞ represented in a projective space P
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that has coordinates in F : P is therefore a quotient of an F -vector space L: to be
precise, the points of P are the lines of L: If we pull back the point ê that represents
eAE� to a nonzero vector f ðeÞ in the line corresponding to ê; then f will be a
canonical bias representation of some F� for which /F�S ¼ O�: Restricting f to E

gives a linear canonical bias representation of O: That is, coordinatizable canonical
projective representations are equivalent to linear canonical representations. If we
were content to have canonical bias representations only in coordinatizable
projective spaces, we could have defined a projective bias representation of O to
be the projective image of a linear bias representation. However, that would have
been unnecessarily confining. Noncoordinatizable projective representations (by
Desargues’ theorem, necessarily in rank p3) are in some ways just as good as
coordinatizable ones — an example is in the proof of Theorem 7.1, where we can
apply the modular law instead of relying on coordinates—and they give added power
that becomes interesting in connection with quasigroup expansions and nondesar-
guesian representations in Parts V and VI.

Example 2.5 (Balanced). If F is balanced (i.e., if F ¼ /GS so for instance
F ¼ f1gG), then a canonical bias representation is any representation, because
GðFÞ ¼ GðGÞ; which has projectively unique representation.

Example 2.5A (Near-regular). The near-regular and
ffiffiffi
16

p
-matroid of maximum size of

[30a], Tr; is gain graphic. Let Fr consist of Krþ1 with identity gains, on node set
fv0; v1;y; vrg; and additional edges f0i with gain jðf0iÞ ¼ aa1 for i ¼ 1;y; r: It
follows from the description of Tr in [30a, bottom of p. 166] that Tr ¼ GðF�

r Þ;
no matter the value of a: Hence, Tr is (canonically) representable over every skew
field of order at least 3. By Proposition 2.4 and Eq. (2.1) there is one represen-
tation (up to projective equivalence) for each automorphism-equivalence class of
elements of F \f0; 1g; and all these different representations are projectively
inequivalent.

Interestingly noncanonical representations of bias matroids of biased graphs seem
to be hard to find and I hardly know any. One noncanonical bias representation is
the binary representation of 7K3 just mentioned in Example 2.4; but this is of the
type where any two unbalanced circles have a common node so that GðFÞ ¼ LðFÞ;
thus the noncanonical bias representation is a canonical lift representation. For
another example of the same kind:

Example 2.6. By Zaslavsky [42] Gð�K5Þ ¼ R10; Bixby’s regular matroid, so it has a
binary representation, but this cannot be a canonical bias representation for the
same reason as applies to 7K3: the only possible gains (up to switching) are all

negative, and Z24/ F�2: However, this is a canonical lift representation. Since Z2 ¼
Fþ2 ;Lð�K5Þ has a canonical binary representation. A regular matroid has

projectively unique representation, so the binary representation of Gð�K5Þ can
only be the canonical representation of Lð�K5Þ:
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Example 2.7 (Too thick). A more interesting way to get noncanonical bias
representations is to make the space too narrow. Suppose O has a k-fold link with
no balanced digons. Then in GðOÞ there is a k-point line that represents only links. In
GðO�Þ this line will have k þ 2 points. GðOÞ might be representable over Fq where

q ¼ k � 1 or k (if these are prime powers), but the representation is noncanonical for
bias because it cannot extend to GðO�Þ: Such an example is Ok; a tree with one edge
thickened to k parallel edges and with no balanced digons. Then GðOkÞ ¼
U2;k"Un�2;n�2; the direct sum of a line and a free matroid, which is obviously Fq-

representable for any qXk � 1:

This kind of noncanonicality is still rather superficial, in that the representation
becomes canonical upon extending the coordinate field.

Problem 2.5 (Fundamental representation questions). (a) Characterize the biased
graphs for which the conclusion of Proposition 2.4 does not hold: that is, they have a
noncanonical bias representation (not counting canonical lift representations when
GðOÞ ¼ LðOÞÞ; most especially, one that is not binary, (b) What kinds of
noncanonical representation can exist in these cases?

2.2. Right canonical representations

The previous work is valid if F acts on L on the left. If the action is on the right
(and F is noncommutative), certain modifications are necessary.
Define x0

FðeÞ ¼ v̂jðe; v;wÞ � ŵ: We call a mapping f : E-L a right canonical bias

representation of F if there exists a mapping N-L of N onto an independent set
under which each f ðeÞ is a nonzero multiple of x0

FðeÞ: (The previous representations
would in this context be called left canonical. When F is commutative, left and right
canonical representations are not the same.)

Theorem 2.6. Let F ¼ ðG;j;GÞ be a gain graph and F a skew field containing G as a

multiplicative subgroup. Then the right-linear dependence matroid of the vectors x0
FðeÞ

is naturally isomorphic to the bias matroid GðFÞ:

First Proof. Consider a walk W ¼ ðv0; e1; v1; e2;y; el ; vlÞ with gain jðWÞ ¼
jðe1Þjðe2Þ?jðelÞ: It is clear that

Xl

i¼1
x0ðeiÞai ¼ v̂0jðWÞ � v̂l

if we take ai ¼ jðeiþ1Þ?jðelÞ: Thus a proof like that of Theorem 2.1(a) goes
through. &

Second Proof. The left and right canonical representations differ when F is a field.

The true relationship is rather complex. First, note that �x0
FðeÞjðeÞ

�1 ¼ �v̂ þ
ŵjðe; v;wÞ�1: This suggests an equivalence between left and right representations
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through G
op

and Fop; the opposite group and skew field with multiplications 3

defined by g3h ¼ h � g; where the dot is multiplication in G or F : The right F -vector

space L has a corresponding left Fop-vector space Lop: Let Fop ¼ ðjjFjj;jop;G
opÞ

where jopðeÞ ¼ jðeÞ�1AG
op
: Then jopðe1e2?elÞ ¼ jðe1e2?elÞ�1; so Fop has the

same balance as F; whence GðFopÞ ¼ GðFÞ: Now,

½�x0
FðeÞjðeÞ

�1�op ¼ � v̂ þ jðe; v;wÞ�1ŵ

¼ � v̂ þ jopðe; v;wÞŵ ¼ xFopðeÞ:

Thus the natural reversal mapping L-Lop maps a scalar multiple of x0
FðeÞ to

xFopðeÞ: This establishes that x0
F and xFop represent the same matroid; by Theorem

2.1(a) it is GðFopÞ; which equals GðFÞ: &

Right canonical representations and the opposite gain graph give us extra

flexibility in defining hyperplane representations. Regarding FN as a right F -vector
space, let h0ðeÞ be the hyperplane specified by xw ¼ xvjðe; v;wÞ: I usually prefer h0 to
h as a hyperplane representation of GðFÞ;1 but it needs justification. Let H0ðFÞ ¼
fh0ðeÞ: eAEg: The analog of Corollary 2.2 is

Corollary 2.7. Corollary 2.2 remains valid if H and h are replaced by H0 and h0:

Proof. First proof: h0 is dual to x0: Second proof: apply Fop as in the second proof of
Theorem 2.6. &

2.3. Switching and projective equivalence

At Eq. (2.1) we noted that the canonical bias representations of members of a
switching class are projectively equivalent. The converse is not true for two reasons.
Suppose F is an F�-gain graph. First of all, we need to allow both switching and field
automorphisms: for a switching function Z and an aAAut F ; and writing E for

projective equivalence, we have xFZaExF: Secondly, sometimes F0 and F on the same

underlying graph can have xF0ExF (so GðF0Þ ¼ GðFÞ; whence /F0S ¼ /FSÞ but
F0aFZa; this is certainly possible for a contrabalanced circle or theta graph. Those
may be essentially the only such examples.

Conjecture 2.8. Suppose F and F0 are unbalanced F �-gain graphs of finite order with
jjF0jj ¼ jjFjj and with GðFÞ connected. If GðFÞ has a U2;4 minor, and if xF0ExF; then

F0 is obtained from F by switching and a field automorphism. If GðFÞ has no U2;4

minor and xF0ExF; then F0 need not be so obtained.
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I propose the sufficiency of a U2;4 minor because a quadruple of points on a

projective line coordinatized by F is projective to another such quadruple if and only
if they have the same cross ratio, and the matroid of a quadruple is U2;4: (The cross
ratio in a skew field is a conjugacy class; see [3, p. 72, Proposition 1].) This leads me
to think that it is sufficient for the conjecture if every element of GðFÞ belongs to a
U2;4 minor. By a result of Bixby [4], if GðFÞ is connected and has a U2;4 minor, every

element belongs to a U2;4 minor; therefore we may replace the hypothesis of

multielement U2;4’s by the assumption that GðFÞ is connected (this is characterized in
Theorem II.2.8) and nonbinary (characterized in [40, Theorem 3]).

2.4. Abstract gains and nonunique representation

We should emphasize that in Theorem 2.1 G is a specific subgroup of F� leading to
a specific canonical bias representation. If G is known only as an abstract group, it
may embed as a subgroup of F� in several ways that are not equivalent under
automorphisms of F :2 Since the question of projectively unique representability of a
matroid is an important one, we need a theorem to tell us how that uniqueness is
affected by existence of multiple embeddings of the gain group.
To that end we define a canonical bias representation of a gain graph F with

abstract gain group G to be a canonical bias representation of F over F ; as in

Theorem 2.1, obtained by choosing any embedding e :G+F �:

Proposition 2.9. Suppose F is a loopless gain graph whose gain group G is generated

by jðE�Þ: The canonical bias representations of F induced by different embeddings

e1; e2 :G+F � are projectively equivalent if and only if e1 and e2 are equivalent under an

automorphism of F :

Proof. Let fi be a canonical bias representation in FN induced by ei: that is, with

respect to some basis N̂i; fiðeÞ is a scalar multiple of xiðeÞ ¼ �v̂i þ eiðjðeÞÞŵi: By

linear transformation of F N we may assume v̂1 ¼ v̂2 for all vAN: By scaling we may
assume fi ¼ xi: Consequently,

x2ðeÞ ¼ x1ðeÞa ¼ �v̂ þ e1ðjðeÞÞaŵ

for some automorphism a of F ; from which it follows that e2ðjðeÞÞ ¼ e1ðjðeÞÞa
(since vaw). We conclude that e2 is the composition of e1 and a: &

In light of this result, unique representation has multiple levels of interpretation.
One interpretation takes account of the gain-group embedding. We say that F has
projectively unique bias representation up to gain-group embedding if every bias
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2For instance, Z+Q� in infinitely many ways, butQ has no nontrivial automorphisms. A different kind

of example is where F has automorphisms but G has more; thus when gX5; Zg+C� in inequivalent ways.

One more example: if k42 and pX5; then Zk+F�pd both by 1/2 and by �1/2 but 2 and 2�1 are not

automorphic.
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representation is projectively equivalent to a canonical bias representation with

respect to some embedding of G in F�:

2.5. Menelaus

A third pair of dual representations of the bias matroid generalizes the theorems of
Menelaus and Ceva3 to arbitrarily high dimensions and complicated configurations.
Let F be a gain graph with gain group contained in F �; where F is a field. (We may
as well take the gain group to be F � itself.) Let hN be the ideal hyperplane in

P ¼ PN�1; so that P\hN is the affine space A ¼ AN�1: Choose an affine basis NP ¼
fvP: vANg (which is also a projective basis), define lvw ¼ spanfvP;wPg; and let
WP ¼ fwP: wAWg for WDN: We represent eAE by a ‘Menelæan’ point and
(Section 2.6) a ‘Cevian’ hyperplane. (To keep things simple we assume F has no loose
edges or balanced loops; they would not correspond to any points.)
If e is a half edge or unbalanced loop at v; take pðeÞ ¼ pFðeÞ ¼ vp: If e is a link

whose endpoints are v and w; let

pðeÞ ¼ pFðeÞ ¼
1

1�aðvP � awPÞ if a ¼ jðe; v;wÞa1;

hN4lvw if a ¼ 1:

(
ð2:3Þ

Let MðFÞ ¼ fpðeÞ: eAEg: This is the projective Menelæan representation of GðFÞ: If
we want an affine representation we can have no identity-gain links; then MðFÞDA

is the affine Menelæan representation.
Let us play with the first line of (2.3) using arithmetic with infinity, where 1=N ¼

0; etc. If we substitute a ¼ 0; then pðeÞ ¼ vP:With a ¼ N; pðeÞ ¼ wP: If a ¼ 1; pðeÞ is
infinite, which we interpret as the point hN4lvw: Thus, if we define

jðhv; v;wÞ ¼ 0 and jðhv;w; vÞ ¼ N

for an unbalanced edge hv at v and for wav; we can dispense with the second line of
(2.3) and the special rule for unbalanced edges, and still pðeÞ will always be the
correct Menelæan point.

Theorem 2.10 (Generalized Theorem of Menelaus). The set of flats spanned by

MðFÞ is isomorphic to Lat GðFÞ under the natural isomorphism induced by e/pðeÞ:
Moreover, if SDE and WDN; the flat generated by the points pðeÞ for eAS contains

spanðWPÞ if and only if WDN0ðSÞ:

Proof. Let F1þN ¼ fðx0; xÞ: x0AF ; xAF Ng and re-embed F N in F 1þN as the
subspace x0 ¼

P
v xv: (This is valid for x with finite support, which is enough for

us because both GðFÞ and the projective dependence matroid of MðFÞ are finitary.)
We project the embedded FN to P by taking homogeneous coordinates and to A by

taking hN to be where x0 ¼ 0: Let b ¼ ð1; 0; 0;y; 0ÞAF 1þN and let %v be the unit basis

vector of F 1þN in the v-direction for vAN: Let v̂ ¼ b þ %v for vAN: Then v̂ projects to
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vPAP: Also, N̂ is a basis for FN in its special embedding. Now, let xðeÞ be the

standard representation of e in F N as embedded. It projects to pðeÞ: Since the
projective relations of the projected vectors are the same as the linear relations of
the vectors, we have the first part of the theorem.
To prove the second part we should augment F to a full gain graph F�: Let s be

the flat generated by fpðeÞ: eASg: We may as well take S to be as large as possible.
Since s is a flat ofMðF�Þ as well, let S� ¼ feAE�: pðeÞAsg: Now, pðwÞAs if and only
if an unbalanced edge at w lies in S�; and that occurs if and only if
wAN0ðS�Þ ¼ N0ðSÞ: &

Theorem 2.10 is an extension to more varied point configurations of the
multidimensional Menelaus theorem found in [7,10,23]. The latter result concerns
only the case in which jjFjj is a circle. (But this case is fundamental.)
In order to make our Menelaus theorem fully geometrical we have to know how to

construct F from a configuration of points. Suppose we have an affine basis B and a
set P of points lying on the projective lines determined by pairs of basis elements. We
define F to have node set N ¼ B and edge set E ¼ P: A point pAP-B becomes a
half edge. Any other point pAlvw ¼ spanfv;wg; where v;wAB; becomes a link with
endpoints v and w and with gain determined as follows. If pAhN; jðeÞ ¼ 1:

Otherwise, if we express p ¼ ð1� lÞv þ lw; then jðe; v;wÞ ¼ 1=ð1� l�1Þ: If we
express v ¼ p þ aðw � vÞ and w ¼ p þ bðw � vÞ; then b ¼ aþ 1 ¼ 1� l and
jðe; v;wÞ ¼ a=b: If there is a metric in the affine space, then jðe; v;wÞ ¼
dðp; vÞ=dðp;wÞ where we orient lvw and d represents the signed distance measured
along the oriented line. Now, knowing F; we can apply Theorem 2.10 to deduce the
matroid of the configuration. (We continue this line of study in Part VI, where we
make it coordinate-free, or synthetic.)
If e and f are links between v and w (and if F is a field), the cross ratio of their

Menelæan points with respect to vP and wP has the simple expression

ðvP;wP; pðeÞ; pð f ÞÞ ¼ jðe; v;wÞ=jð f ; v;wÞ: ð2:4Þ

Thus pðeÞ and pð f Þ are harmonic conjugates with respect to vP and wP precisely
when the edge gains sum to zero. We can interpret this fact as a harmonic
relationship between F and �F ¼ ðG;�jÞ: for each link e; pFðeÞ and p�FðeÞ are
harmonically conjugate with respect to the appropriate points of NP:

Example 2.8. Take a 3-simplex with vertices v1;y; v4 inA3ðRÞ: Choose some points:
p12; one third of the way from v1 to v2; p13; one-third of the way from v1 to v3; and
p14; three-fourths of the way from v1 to v4: The points p1j determine a plane h that

intersects the other lines lij at points pij : Let us determine these points. Their

Menelæan gain graph F is balanced because they are coplanar. The gains

jðe12; v1; v2Þ ¼ �1
2
; jðe13; v1; v3Þ ¼ �1

2
; jðe14; v1; v4Þ ¼ �3; are calculated from the

geometry; the others shown in Fig. 2 are obtained by balance of F: Reversing the
geometrical calculation we find that p23 is the ideal point on l23; which means that
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hjjl23; that p24 is the point on the extension of edge v2v4 through v4 at distance
1
5
dðv2; v4Þ past v4; and that p34 is similar with respect to v3 and v4:

Example 2.9 (Midpoints). Take the midpoints of some edges in a d-dimensional

simplex sd in AdðRÞ: (d is n � 1:) When are they contained in a hyperplane? For that
matter, what is the dimension of the subspace they span?

Corollary 2.11 (Midpoints). The matroid of all midpoints of a simplex sd in real affine

d-space is naturally isomorphic to Gð�KnÞ and the matroid of midpoints and vertices of

sd is isomorphic to Gð�K�
n Þ:

Choose the midpoints of an arbitrary set S of edges. The midpoints span a flat of

dimension d � bðSÞ where bðSÞ is the number of bipartite components of S treated as a

spanning subgraph of the 1-skeleton Kdþ1 of sd : Furthermore, the midpoints span a flat

that contains no vertex if and only if S is bipartite. In particular, a maximal set of

midpoints that is contained in a hyperplane that does not contain a vertex corresponds

to an edge cutset of Kdþ1:

Proof. The matroid of all midpoints and vertices is Gð�K�
n Þ by Theorem 2.10, since

�Kn is only a notational variant of f�1gKn: The flat spanned by the midpoints from
S has dimension d � bðSÞ where bðSÞ is the number of balanced components of S in
�Kdþ1: A component is balanced in �Kn if and only if it is bipartite. The remainder
of the proof is straightforward. &

The last part of the corollary generalizes the well-known fact that the midpoints of
the edges extending from one vertex are cohyperplanar. Fig. 3 illustrates this.
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Fig. 2. A real multiplicative gain graph F and the corresponding Menelæan points (which are coplanar,

contained in h) of a tetrahedron in A3ðRÞ; as in Example 2.8.
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Moreover, the hyperplane is parallel to the faces of the tetrahedron that it does not
intersect; this is a consequence of the more sophisticated Corollary 2.16 (as well as
being clear from elementary geometry).

Regard NP as sitting in affine space. Its convex hull is a simplex sN�1 of which the
1-skeleton is KN : An arbitrary generic hyperplane h (that is, one disjoint from NP)
intersects each edge line lvw at a point that is either inside or outside the edge vPwP of
the simplex. We can easily decide which it is by examining the gain graph
corresponding to the points h4lvw for all vawAN: Because h is generic, h meets
every edge line in a point other than a vertex of the simplex, so this gain graph is
complete, having the form ðKN ;jÞ; and it is balanced by Theorem 2.10.

Corollary 2.12. Take a generic hyperplane h; corresponding to the gain graph F ¼
ðKN ;jÞ: Then h intersects lvw inside the simplicial edge vPwP if and only if jðevwÞo0:

The set of edges of sN�1 that are cut by h is either void or a cutset of KN :

Proof. By formula (2.3), pðeÞ lies in an edge of the simplex if and only if jðeÞo0: &

What we have done is to create a system of coordinates in the union of all edge
lines, L ¼

S
vaw lvw: We call these Menelæan coordinates: that is, the Menelæan

coordinate of a point pðeÞAL is jðeÞ; with due regard for the special values 0 and N

as explained just above.4 The gain graph associated with the coordinate system on all
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Fig. 3. The midpoints of a cutset of a tetrahedron. The cutset separates v1; v3 from v2; v4:

4The Menelæan coordinate on a line is known in projective geometry, although not given much

attention. It is the inhomogeneous parametric coordinate of [34, Section 65, p. 182]. Our definition by a

distance formula, implying that jðeÞ ¼ 1 corresponds to infinity, is that of the parameter t in [24, p. 717].

(These citations are not supposed to be original sources.) What seems to be new is the use of the

coordinates on a system of coordinate lines (that is, L), the systematic geometric interpretation, and the

connection with gain graphs.
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of L is F ¼ F�K�
N : We can think of the coordinates as the composition of the

mapping p�1 : L-E with the gain function j of F�K�
N :

There is one difficulty: p is not intrinsically geometric but is determined by the
choice of homogeneous coordinate vectors vP for vAN: We have implicitly assumed
that the vP were chosen so that each one has coordinate x0 ¼ 1; as is the standard

manner of embedding AN�1 in FN : Associated with this choice is that the ideal
points in L; identified by having x0 ¼ 0; are differences of base points.5 How, then,
do Menelæan coordinates change if we assign different homogeneous coordinates v0P
to the base points, or if we choose a different ideal hyperplane (we call this
reaffinizing P)? To answer these questions we need a thorough analysis of the process
of setting up coordinates.
First of all, we write ’vP for a particular choice of homogeneous coordinate vector

for vP; perhaps the standard one with x0 ¼ 1 or perhaps not. Since we want a
coordinate system in L; which is fixed, the set fvPgvAN itself is determined, at least

unless #Np2; which is trivial. The only choice we can make is that of the
homogeneous coordinate vectors ’vP for vAN; that is, we can scale ’vP to ’v0P ¼ a

nonzero scalar multiple of ’vP: Any such choice implies an ideal hyperplane hN;
namely that spanned by all the vectors ’wP � ’vP: (It is easy to see that hN exists and is
unique.) A Menelæan coordinate system on L is the system of coordinates mvwðqÞ on
L given by (2.3) with mvwðqÞ ¼ jðp�1ðqÞ; v;wÞ; that is, we treat q as pðeÞ; and the
coordinate of q is jðeÞ: (The coordinate depends on orienting lvw just as the gain
depends on orienting e:) Intrinsic to a Menelæan coordinate system is the bijection
p : E-L; which depends on the homogeneous coordinates of the base points.
Scaling the homogeneous base coordinates to f’v0PgvAN implies a change of p to p0

and hence of m to m0; new Menelæan coordinates on L: We want to express m0 as a
change of gains in F: That is, we have j ¼ p3m ¼ p0

3m0; but if we fix the
correspondence p : E-L; how is j0ðeÞ ¼ m0ðpðeÞÞ related to jðeÞ ¼ mðpðeÞÞ? Having
fixed p; we can consider the gains j and j0 to be the old and new Menelæan
coordinates, whence the statement of our lemma:

Lemma 2.13 (Change of Menelæan coordinates). Scaling the basis coordinate vectors

’vP by g : N-F �; from ’vP to ’v0P ¼ gvvP; gives new Menelæan coordinates j0 ¼ jg�1 ;

where g�1 is defined by g�1ðvÞ ¼ gðvÞ�1:

Proof. A Menelæan point q ¼ pðeÞ given by

q ¼ ð1� lÞ’vP þ l ’wP;

so jðeÞ ¼ ð1� l�1Þ�1; is expressed in terms of ’v0P and ’w0
P as

q ¼ ð1� lÞg�1v ’v0P þ lg�1w ’w0
P:
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The revised Menelæan coordinate is j0ðeÞ ¼ ð1� l0�1Þ�1 where ð1� l0Þ’v0P þ l0 ’w0
P is a

scaling of q: A short calculation shows that

l0 ¼ ½ð1� lÞg�1v þ lg�1w ��1lg�1w ¼ gv½l�1 � 1þ g�1w gv�
�1g�1w ;

so that

j0ðeÞ ¼ ð1� l0�1Þ�1 ¼ gvð1� l�1Þ�1g�1w ¼ gvjðeÞg�1w :

Thus, j0 ¼ jg�1 : &

If g is constant, then although j0 may not be j; the ideal hyperplane is unchanged.
This is clear from the projective geometry, but it also reflects the fact that the ideal
hyperplane corresponds to the subgraph f1gKN ; whose gains are invariant.
Conversely, if g is nonconstant the gains on f1gKN change so the ideal hyperplane
moves.

Corollary 2.14. Assume #NX3 and a fixed embedding N-P: Any two Menelæan

coordinate systems for
S

vaw lvw are related by switching F ¼ F�K�
N ; and any switching

of F gives a Menelæan coordinate system. Switching retains the ideal hyperplane in

place if and only if the switching function is constant.

Now that we know the effect of basis scaling we can analyze reaffinization.
Remember that hN-L is identified by having gains equal to 1.

Theorem 2.15 (Reaffinization). Given: the gain graph F ¼ F �K�
N ; a bijection of N to

an affine basis NPDAN�1ðFÞ with associated ideal hyperplane hN; and the

corresponding Menelæan representation p :E-L ¼
S

vaw lvw: Let h0 be a projective

hyperplane disjoint from NP and let H 0 ¼ fe : pðeÞAh0g: To reaffinize PN�1ðFÞ so h0

becomes the ideal hyperplane, one must switch F to F0 ¼ Fp�1 where p : N-F� is any

potential for FjH 0: No other switching makes h0 into the ideal hyperplane.

Proof. Because h0 is a hyperplane and contains no point of NP;FjH 0 is balanced by

Theorem 2.10. If p is a potential for FjH 0; then Fp�1 jH 0 ¼ f1gKN ; which is the edge
set corresponding to the new ideal hyperplane h0

N
: Hence L-h0 is contained in h0

N
;

and since it spans h0; h0 ¼ h0
N
:

It is clear that only switching by p�1 for a potential p can give H 0 all identity
gains. &

The value of the theorem is that it lets us treat any hyperplane in general position
with respect to NP as the ideal hyperplane. In other words, hN is a typical
hyperplane.

Example 2.10 (Midpoints and farpoints). We shall call farpoints the ideal points of
the edge lines of a simplex. We want a generalization of Corollary 2.11 to include the
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farpoints. The farpoints themselves, obviously, all belong to a hyperplane that
contains no vertex; the most interesting question concerns mixtures of midpoints and
farpoints.

Corollary 2.16 (Midpoints and farpoints). The matroid of all vertices, midpoints, and

farpoints of an affine simplex sd in AdðRÞ is naturally isomorphic to Gð7K�
dþ1Þ; with

vertices corresponding to half edges, midpoints to negative edges, and farpoints to

positive edges.
A maximal set of cohyperplanar midpoints and farpoints is one of four types:

(a) all farpoints of sd ;
(b) the midpoints of edges in a cutset of Kdþ1; the 1-skeleton of sd ; and the farpoints of

the edges not in the cutset;
(c) all midpoints and farpoints in a k-face of sd with 0okod and all farpoints (if any)

of the opposite face;
(d) all midpoints and farpoints in a k-face of sd with 0okpd � 2; all midpoints of a

cutset in the 1-skeleton Kd�k of the opposite face, and all farpoints of edges in the

opposite face but not in the cutset.

In cases (a) and (b) the hyperplane contains no vertices. In case (b) the hyperplane is

generated by its midpoints and is parallel to and equidistant from the faces of sd that it

separates.

Proof. The isomorphism is due to Theorem 2.10. The description of hyperplanes is
an application of the description of copoints in Gð7KnÞ implied by Theorem
II.2.1(h) (or see [37, Theorem 5.1(h)]). That the hyperplane in (b) is generated by its
midpoints follows because a cutset of �Kn is a balanced, connected, spanning
subgraph of 7Kn; hence has rank d: The parallelism follows from the farpoints
contained in the hyperplane (and is metrically obvious given the spanning set of
midpoints). &

Evidently, (c) and (d) are degenerate versions of (a) and (b) where the interesting
action takes place within the opposite face and is governed there by (a) and (b). As a
reminder of the natural isomorphism: the vertices are v1;y; vdþ1;þeij2farpoint on

lij;�eij2midpoint on lij ; and half edge hi2vertex vi:

The last statement generalizes the well-known fact that, if we take one facet of sd

to be the base, the hyperplane generated by the midpoints of edges to the opposite
vertex is parallel to the base.
We may look at (b) in a way that makes it more graphical. Take a spanning tree T

in the 1-skeleton Kdþ1 and choose a sign sðeÞ for each edge. For each edge choose the
midpoint if the edge is negative, the farpoint if it is positive. These points span a

hyperplane hðT ; sÞ: This hyperplane meets every edge line of sd in a midpoint or
farpoint and we can say which.
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Corollary 2.17. An edge line lij meets hðT ; sÞ in a midpoint or a farpoint according as

the path in T from vi to vj is negative or positive.

Proof. Another application of Theorem 2.10, or of Corollary 2.16. &

In still another way of looking at Corollary 2.16(b) it is a variant and application
of (a). The farpoints are cohyperplanar by definition. If we take a hyperplane h

spanned by some midpoints and possibly farpoints, such as hðT ; sÞ; since no vertex is
in h nothing prevents us from reaffinizing PdðRÞ by throwing h to infinity. Reversing
the process, we can think of h as hN thrown by reaffinization to the ordinary
hyperplane h: Let S be the set of edges corresponding to the generating midpoints
and farpoints. Before reaffinization, when all these points were ideal, S had gain þ1:
Thus clos S was a subgraph ðKdþ1;þ1Þ; corresponding to the previous farpoints.
After reaffinization S has gains 71; so the switching is by 71-valued function;
therefore ðKdþ1;þ1Þ becomes a balanced gain graph ðKdþ1;jÞ where Im jDf71g:
This means j�1ð�1Þ is a cutset of Kdþ1: Therefore the midpoints and farpoints in h;
which are described by j; are as in (b). Thus we can deduce (b) from (a) by
reaffinization, regarding any hyperplane spanned by midpoints and farpoints as a
shifted ideal hyperplane.

2.6. Ceva

Let

F� ¼ ðG;j�Þ where j� ¼ �1=j

and let p�ðeÞ ¼ pF� ðeÞ be the point associated to eAEðF�Þ under definition (2.3). That
is, p�ðeÞ ¼ vP if e is an unbalanced edge at v; and for a link

p�ðeÞ ¼
1

1þaðavP þ wPÞ if a ¼ jðe; v;wÞa� 1;

hN-lvw if a ¼ �1:

(
ð2:5Þ

Let hPðeÞ ¼ spanðNP\fvPgÞ if e is an unbalanced edge at v; and let

hPðeÞ ¼ spanðNP\fvP;wPg,fp�ðeÞgÞ

if e is a link between v and w: Let CðFÞ ¼ fhPðeÞ: eAEg: This is the Cevian

representation of GðFÞ: We call jðeÞ the Cevian coordinate of p�ðeÞ: A hyperplane of
the form hPðeÞ is a Cevian hyperplane of NP; p�ðeÞ is its apex. (Note that hPðeÞ is the
median hyperplane of edge vPwP when jðeÞ ¼ 1 and is parallel to lvw if jðeÞ ¼ �1:)
If ðW ;SÞ is a balanced subgraph of F�; let f : W-F � be a potential for FjðW ;SÞ

and let f ðWÞ ¼
P

wAW f ðwÞ: Cal1 FjðW ;SÞ slim if f ðWÞ ¼ 0: This property is

independent of the choice of f ; for example we may fix vAW and let f ðwÞ ¼ jðPvwÞ
as in [39, p. 509], provided ðW ;SÞ is connected.
We call a subspace spanðWPÞ; where WDN; a facial subspace for the basis NP: It

is the projective subspace spanned by a face of the affine simplex whose vertex set is
NP: If t is a flat of CðFÞ; let AðtÞ ¼ feAE: hðeÞ+tg:
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Theorem 2.18 (Generalized Ceva’s Theorem). The set of flats of the projective family

CðFÞ; ordered by reverse inclusion, is naturally isomorphic to Lat GðFÞ:
A flat t lies in a facial subspace spanðWPÞ if and only if WDN0ðAðtÞÞ: It lies in hN if

and only if every balanced component of FjAðtÞ is slim.

Proof. The first statement is dual to the generalized Menelaus Theorem 2.10. If

XDAN�1; let X> be the projective closure of the affine subspace fyAAN�1: x � y ¼ 0
for all xAXg; where x � y ¼

P
vxvyv if ðxvÞ and ðyvÞ are the affine coordinates of x

and y in the basis NP: Then it is easily verified that fpðeÞg> ¼ hðeÞ: The desired result
follows.
The second statement is a consequence of the first. Let us enlarge F to F�: Then

A�ðspanWPÞ ¼ E�:W ; which is contained in A�ðtÞ if and only if WDN0ðA�ðtÞÞ ¼
N0ðAðtÞÞ:
The third part is established by the proof of [39, Theorem 13], which we reproduce

here. We ask when every point x of FN that projects into t lies in h0:
P

xv ¼ 0: The
equations xw ¼ jðe; v;wÞxv for a link eAAðtÞ and xv ¼ 0 if an unbalanced edge exists
in AðtÞ at v force xv ¼ 0 for vAN0ðAðtÞÞ and xw ¼ xvjðPvwÞ for v;w in a balanced
component ðW ;SÞ: Thus

X
wAW

xw ¼ xv f ðWÞ:

If any f ðWÞa0; we can find xeh0: So all x must be in h0 if, and only if, all
f ðWÞ ¼ 0: &

Theorem 2.18 is an extension of the higher-dimensional Ceva theorem published
in [10,23]. It is also a generalization of the barycentric representation of
contrabalanced F treated in [39, Section 3c].
In order to make our Cevian result completely geometrical we need to construct F

from a geometric configuration. This we do as after Theorem 2.10 but with j� ¼
�1=j replacing j there. Thus jðe; v;wÞ ¼ l�1 � 1 ¼ �b=a ¼ dðp;wÞ=dðv; pÞ: Then
we can apply Theorem 2.10. (It was from the distance formula j ¼ dðp;wÞ=dðv; pÞ
that I originally derived Theorem 2.18. This formula still seems the easiest way to
construct Cevian coordinates. I then found Theorem 2.10 by comparing the classical
Menelaus and Ceva theorems. It may be worthwhile to look for other theorems of
plane geometry in which something significant happens when a product around a
triangle or polygon equals 1 (or �1), in the hope of finding new applications of gain
graphs. I have tried this by making a quick survey of [1] but without noticing
anything promising.)
If e and f are vw links, then from (2.4) the cross ratio of their Cevian points with

respect to vP and wP is

ðvP;wP; p�ðeÞ; p�ð f ÞÞ ¼ j�ðe; v;wÞ
j�ð f ; v;wÞ ¼ ðvP;wP; pðeÞ; pð f ÞÞ�1: ð2:6Þ
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(Here we assume F is a field.) In particular, then, p�ðeÞ and p�ð f Þ are harmonic
conjugates3pðeÞ and pð f Þ are harmonically conjugate3 the gains sum to zero (in
either F or F�).

Example 2.11. Take the same 3-simplex as in Example 2.8 with the same points p1j :

The Cevian planes h1j ¼ spanfp1j ; vk; vlg meet in a point q: The Cevian planes hij

through q (for j4i41) have apices pij : We locate them by noting that the Cevian

graph F determined by all the pij is balanced. The gains of the p1j are jðe12; v1; v2Þ ¼
jðe13; v1; v3Þ ¼ 2; jðe14; v1; v4Þ ¼ 1=3; so F is as in Fig. 4. From this we locate p23 at
the midpoint of edge v1v3; and p24 and p34 are one-seventh of the way from v4 to v2
and v3; respectively.

By results of [36] and Theorem III.5.1, when F ¼ R Theorem 2.10 implies that

MðFÞ has 1
2
jwFð�1Þj hyperplane separations. Dually, Theorem 2.18 implies a face

enumeration formula for projective space.

Corollary 2.19. Let F ¼ R and let F be finite with at least one edge. The number of

regions of CðFÞ as a projective arrangement equals 1
2
ð�1ÞnwFð�1Þ: The face generating

polynomial of CðFÞ equals

1

2x
½ð�1Þn

wFð�x;�1Þ þ xn�bðFÞ�:

The theorem also should imply a formula for faces, as well as one for bounded
faces, applying to CðFÞ restricted to affine space, but it is not yet possible to write
them down, I believe because the true nature of slimness is not understood.

Problem 2.20. Axiomatize slimness.
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Fig. 4. A real multiplicative gain graph F and the corresponding Cevian apices and planes (concurrent at

q) of a tetrahedron in A3ðRÞ; as in Example 2.11.
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One hopes for a graphically defined matroid G0ðFÞ ¼ GðFÞ,fe0g that
corresponds directly to the projective arrangement CPðFÞ ¼ CðFÞ,fhNg; in terms
of whose characteristic and Whitney-number polynomials we would have simple
formulas for the face numbers of CðFÞ as an affine arrangement. For a start, clearly
fSALatF: every balanced component of ðN;SÞ is slimg is a modular filter. Which
modular filters are produced in this way?

Example 2.12 (Medians and parallels). Let dX2 and take a d-simplex sd in AdðRÞ
with vertices N ¼ fv1;y; vd ; vdþ1g: The median hyperplane mij is the Cevian

hyperplane of the midpoint of the segment vivj ; that is, span

ðN\fvi; vjg,midpointÞ: The Cevian parallel or paracevian cij is the Cevian of the

farpoint on lij ; that is, it contains N\fvi; vjg and is parallel to lij: We can describe the

geometry of the arrangement P of all paracevians, that of P�; the arrangement of all
paracevian and facet hyperplanes, that of M; the arrangement of all median
hyperplanes, and that of their combination P�,M:
Harary proved that a balanced signed graph S has a bipartition fX ;Yg of its

nodes such that an edge is negative if and only if it has one end in X and the other in
Y [19]. (X or Y may be void.) This is a Harary bipartition of S: It is unique if S is
connected. We say S is evenly bipartitioned if #X ¼ #Y :

Corollary 2.21. The intersection lattice LðP�,MÞ is Lat Gð7K�
dþ1Þ; with half edges

corresponding to facet hyperplanes, positive edges to median hyperplanes, and negative

edges to paracevians.
An intersection flat is contained in the ideal hyperplane if and only if it corresponds to

an edge set in which every balanced component is evenly bipartitioned.

Proof. The first part is a special case of Theorem 2.18. For the second we note that a
potential for a balanced signed graph S with Harary bipartition fX ;Yg is
f jX  þ1; f jY  �1: &

The chromatic polynomials of some interesting subgraphs of 7K�
n are known.

Mainly from [38, Eqs. (1.1), (3.1), and (5.7)], we have:

wþKn
ðlÞ ¼ ðlÞn; wþK�

n
ðlÞ ¼ ðl� 1Þn;

w�Kn
ðlÞ ¼

Xn

i¼1
½Sðn; iÞ þ nSðn � 1; iÞ�2i l� 1

2

� �
i

;

w�K�
n
ðlÞ ¼

Xn

i¼1
Sðn; iÞ2i l� 1

2

� �
i

;

w7Kn
ðlÞ ¼ 2n�1 l

2

� �
n�1

½l� n þ 1�;

w7K�
n
ðlÞ ¼ 2n l� 1

2

� �
n

:
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Here ðlÞn and Sðn; iÞ are as in Example 2.3. Therefore by Corollary 2.19 we can

write down rP; the number of regions of P�,M and various subarrangements,
regarded as projective arrangements. (We assume dX1 so Cevians exist.) The
numbers are

rPðMÞ ¼ 1

2
ðd þ 1Þ!; rPðM�Þ ¼ 1

2
ðd þ 2Þ!;

rPðPÞ ¼
Xdþ1
i¼1

½Sðd þ 1; iÞ þ ðd þ 1ÞSðd; iÞ�2i�1i!ð�1Þdþ1�i;

rPðP�Þ ¼
Xdþ1
i¼1

Sðd þ 1; iÞ2i�1i!ð�1Þdþ1�i;

rPðP,MÞ ¼ 2d�1ðd þ 1Þ!; rPðP�,MÞ ¼ 2dðd þ 1Þ!:

(The numbers for the all-negative complete graphs are similar to the numbers in
Example 2.3, for the very good reason that the gain graphs are the same.) The face
numbers in projective space can be obtained from formulas for Whitney-number
polynomials in [38]: e.g., see [38, (5.9)] (with [38, (1.2)]) for �Kn and �K�

n : I omit
them because they are complicated, but at least they are known.
The same cannot be said for the number of regions and faces in affine space. We

cannot apply formulas because we do not know enough. In principle, the numbers
could be found either by adding hN to the arrangement in projective space and
applying [36, Theorem B] (this is the approach suggested at Problem 2.20), or by
deleting all ideal flats fromLðCðFÞÞ; leaving the semilattice of an affine arrangement
to which one can apply [36, Theorem C]. The latter only requires identifying the ideal
flats, which are characterized in Corollary 2.21, and removing them from the
intersection lattice, leaving a lower ideal (a geometric semilattice, in fact) whose
characteristic polynomial is perhaps knowable.

Problem 2.22. Find the numbers of regions of P; P�; P�,M; etc., as affine
arrangements; also, the number of k-faces for every k:

One cannot escape noticing that the intersection lattice of P�,M; Lat Gð7K�
n Þ;

is identical to that of the root system arrangement B�
n; which is merely the real

canonical hyperplanar bias representation Hð7K�
n Þ: In fact, P�,M as a projective

arrangement is isomorphic to Hð7K�
n Þ projected into Pn�1ðRÞ:

The Menelæan representation leads to coordinates on the system of projective
lines spanned by a basis. The Cevian representation leads to a coordinate system for

the whole set of projective points. Take F ¼ F�K�
N : then each point in PN�1 outside

the hyperplanes spanned by NP corresponds to a unique balanced copoint of GðFÞ:
The other projective points correspond to the unbalanced copoints in GðFÞ: Thus in
principle a part of projective geometry should be expressible through biased graphs.
This line of thought, though a variant of the usual theory of coordinatization by
geometric nets, seems to have its own potential. I hope to develop it elsewhere.
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3. Abstract logic and geometry of the bias matroid

We can represent the bias matroid of any gain graph, regardless of what its gain
group may be, by abstracting from the hyperplane geometry of Corollary 2.2 the
concept of formal equations with at most two terms, briefly two-term equations.
These are equations of the forms xv ¼ axw; xv ¼ 0; and (for completeness) bxv ¼
axw; in variables xv indexed by a set N and with constants a; b; and 0 where a and b
belong to a group G and 0eG: The rules of implication amongst these equations are
the usual rules of equality and, in addition,

(i) 1xv ¼ xv; where 1 is the group identity,
(ii) xv ¼ axw3bxv ¼ ðbaÞxw for a; bAG;
(iii) xv ¼ axv for aa13xv ¼ 0:

Let EN be the set of all equations of the three types that involve variables xv for vAN:
Suppose EDEN : We call a subset SDE logically closed in E if no equation in E\S

can be deduced from S: (It is permissible to use equations not in E at intermediate
steps in a deduction.)
Suppose we have a set EDEN :We may represent it by a gain graph. We take N for

the node set, G for the gain group, and E for the edge set. An equation xv ¼ 0 is
represented by a half edge at v: An equation bxv ¼ axw (where v may equal w) is

represented by a link or loop between v and w whose gain is jðe; v;wÞ ¼ b�1a: Let
LðN;EÞ denote this gain graph. Note that LðN;ENÞ is GK�

N with multiple edges due

to the several equivalent equations bxv ¼ baxw; bAG; we shall for simplicity treat
these multiple edges as the same.

Theorem 3.1. Let E be a set of two-term equations in variables xv; vAN: A subset

SDE is logically closed in E precisely when S is closed in GðLðN;EÞÞ:

Proof. Let closLðSÞ denote the logical closure in E: It is obvious that no deduction
requires any variables besides the xv for vAN:
We show first that closLðSÞ+closGðSÞ: In an unbalanced component of S we can

obviously deduce xv ¼ 0 for all nodes. Let e be a link between v and w; where we
have already deduced xv ¼ 0 and xw ¼ 0: Then xw ¼ axw for all a; so xv ¼ 0 ¼ xw ¼
axw implies xv ¼ axw: Thus closLðSÞ+E:N0ðSÞ:
In a balanced component of S we have

closGðSÞ ¼ bclðSÞ ¼ S,feAE: eACDS,feg for some balanced circle Cg:

Let e in this statement be a link from v0 to vk and let C\eDS be the path e1e2?ek

where ei links vi�1 to vi: We deduce xv0 ¼ jðe1?eiÞxvi
successively for i ¼ 1; 2;y; k;

arriving at xv0 ¼ jðeÞxvk
; which is the equation corresponding to e: If e was a

balanced loop at v; the corresponding equation xv ¼ 1xv follows from (i).
Now we show that closGðSÞ+closLðSÞ: A deduction consists of a sequence of

applications of Rules (i)–(iii) and the three laws of equivalence relations. We

reinterpret each rule graphically in GK�
N : Rule (i) corresponds to the statement that a
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balanced loop is in any G-closed set, which is true. Rule (iii) translates to say that, if
one unbalanced edge at v is in the G-closure, then all are; this is correct. The
symmetric law, with Rule (ii), says that a link or loop should have the inverse gain if
its direction is reversed. The transitive law and Rule (ii) say that, if the closure in

GK�
N contains edges e from v to w and f from w to x; then it contains an edge g from

v to x with gain jðgÞ ¼ jðeÞjð f Þ: This is true of G-closure in GK�
N : Thus, the logical

closure L of S within EN lies in the bias closure T of S within GK�
N : Since closLðSÞ ¼

E-L and closGðSÞ ¼ E-T ; we have the desired inclusion. &

A more concrete version of this idea, closer to the geometry in Corollary 2.2, was
suggested to me by Jay Sulzberger [32]. It is a kind of permutation gain graph, where
the gain group is a permutation group. Given F; let Z be a set, containing a special

element #0; on which G acts as a permutation group so that each group element leaves

fixed only #0: (For example F may be a skew field, Z ¼ F ; and GDF�:) Let

hðeÞ ¼
fxAZN : xv ¼ jðe; v;wÞxwg if nGðeÞ ¼ fv;wg;
fxAZN : xv ¼ #0g if e is a half edge at v;

ZN if e is a loose edge or balanced loop;

8><
>:

and let XðSÞ ¼
T
fhðeÞ: eASg if SDE: If YDZN ; let EðY Þ ¼ feAE: hðeÞ+Yg:

Theorem 3.2. The set fXðSÞ: SDEg ordered by reverse inclusion is isomorphic to

Lat GðFÞ: We have closG S ¼ EðXðSÞÞ:

4. Geometry of the lift matroid

A lift representation of O is a vector, affine, or projective representation of LðOÞ:
Amongst all lift representations, one kind is canonical.

4.1. Canonical representations

Suppose the gain group G of F is an additive subgroup of a skew field F (written

GpFþ; Fþ being the additive group of F ). For each eAE0 we define a vector zFðeÞ;
or simply zðeÞ;AF1þN ¼ fðx0; xÞ: x0AF ; xAF Ng by

zFðeÞ ¼
ðjðe; v;wÞ; ŵ � v̂Þ if nGðeÞ ¼ fv;wg;
ð1; 0Þ if e is a half edge or the extra point e0;

ð0; 0Þ if e is a loose edge or balanced loop;

8><
>:

where v̂ denotes the unit basis vector in the v direction. The vector zðeÞ is well defined
up to negation; that is enough for our theorem. We call any zF a standard lift

representation of F:
Take an F -vector space L that contains F 1þN or is extendible to contain it. We call

any function f : E-L such that each f ðeÞ is a nonzero scalar multiple of zðeÞ a
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canonical lift representation of F: If f : E0-L is a function with the same property
for each eAE0; f is a canonical complete-lift representation of F: (In full, we say, e.g.,
canonical linear (or vector) lift, or complete-lift, representation over F :) These terms
are justified by the first part of Theorem 4.1.6

For the second part, first we need to know the effect on zF of switching F by Z: It is

zFZ ¼ 1 ZT

0 IN

� �
zF; ð4:1Þ

where we regard z and Z as column vectors ðzAF 1þN and ZAFNÞ and IN is the N � N

identity matrix. This follows from the expressions zFZðeÞ ¼ ð�ZðvÞ þ jðe; v;wÞ þ
ZðwÞ; ŵ � v̂Þ if e has endpoints v and w; and zFZðeÞ ¼ ð1; 0Þ for a half edge, (0,0) for a
loose edge. We conclude that the canonical lift representation of a switching class ½F�
is well defined up to projective equivalence. (But not conversely; see Section 4.3.) A
canonical [complete] lift representation of a switching class ½F� is any canonical
[complete] lift representation of any switching FZ:
Now we need to define the restriction f jS and contraction f =S of a canonical

representation of L0ðFÞ (or LðFÞ). The restriction is elementary: merely restrict f to
S,fe0g (or S). The definition of the contraction when S is balanced is based on the
fact that f ðeÞ ¼ aezFðeÞ where ae is an arbitrary nonzero scalar. f =S will be a

function E0\S-F 1þpbðSÞ: Choose a switching function Z for which jZjS  0:Write x0
for the leading coordinate of xAF1þN or F1þpbðSÞ: The definition of f =S is

ð f =SÞðeÞV ¼
X
uAV

f ðeÞu ¼ ae

X
uAV

zFðeÞu if VApbðSÞ;

ð f =SÞðeÞ0 ¼ aezFZðeÞ0:
Thus ð f =SÞðeÞ ¼ aeðzFZ=SÞðeÞ: By our definition, f =S is well defined on ½F� up to
projective equivalence, though its exact value depends on the choice of Z:
Furthermore, it is clear that

ðzFZÞ=S ¼ zFZ=S:

If S is unbalanced, then f =S is constructed by deleting the 0th coordinate and
contracting S as with the canonical bias representation of the identity-gain
graph ðG; 1Þ:

Theorem 4.1. Let F ¼ ðG;j;GÞ be a gain graph and F a skew field containing G as an

additive subgroup.

(a) The linear dependence matroid of the vectors zFðeÞ and zFðe0ÞAF1þN is isomorphic

under the mapping zF to the complete lift matroid L0ðFÞ:
(b) For any canonical lift (or, complete lift) representation f and any SDE; f jS is a

canonical lift (or, complete lift) representation of FjS and, if S is balanced, f =S is

a canonical lift (or, complete lift) representation of ½F=S�:
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6Our construction is a more precise version of a standard way to construct geometrical representations

of lifts (or ‘coextensions’) of a matroid. The best reference I can find is Figure 7.6 and the second part of

Proposition 7.4.17(3) in [8].
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Proof of (a). We treat a half edge as an unbalanced loop. If we suppress the first
coordinate, what remains is the standard representation of the graphic matroid GðGÞ
(neglecting the extra point). Thus a linearly dependent set must contain a circle or the
extra point. A set fzðeÞ: eASg; where SDE contains a unique circle C; is linearly

dependent if and only if it is balanced, for in FN the only linear dependence among

the elements of S is the sum of the edges in C (suitably oriented), which in F1þN has
first coordinate

P
CjðeÞ: If C is unbalanced, the zðeÞ for eAS span the vector ð1; 0Þ ¼

ð
P

CzðeÞÞ=ð
P

CjðeÞÞ: Therefore, a set TDE,fe0g is dependent if it contains two

unbalanced figures, or one such figure and e0: But if it is a forest together with either
e0 or one more edge forming an unbalanced figure, it is obviously independent. This
completes the proof. &

Proof of (b). The restriction is trivial. For contraction of a balanced set S; since
ð f =SÞðeÞ ¼ aeðzFZ=SÞðeÞ and ðzFZÞ=S ¼ zFZ=S; f =S is a canonical lift representation

of ½F=S�: If S is unbalanced then by Theorem 2.1(b) f =S represents
GððG; 1Þ=SÞ ¼ GðG=SÞ: &

I do not know whether Theorem 4.1(a) has previously appeared as such. But the
matrix of the representation in the real case (without e0) is well known since it arises
in network flow problems with one linear side constraint; cf. [20]. The binary
representation matrix (with e0) of a signed graph was used by Gerards in important
work on signed graphs [16].

Example 4.1. In Fig. 5(a) is a gain graph of order n ¼ 3 with gains in Z; the additive
group of integers. The balanced circles are C1 ¼ f3e12; 0e23; 3e13g; C2 ¼
f1e12; 2e23; 3e13g; and C3 ¼ f0e12; 2e23; 2e13g; since, e.g., jðC1Þ ¼ 3þ 0þ ð�3Þ ¼ 0:
So, /FS ¼ ðjjFjj; fC1;C2;C3gÞ: (The notation for edges is as in Example 2.1 but, of
course, additive. Thus for instance 2e13 ¼ ð�2Þe31:)
The canonical representation vectors for LðFÞ (and L0ðFÞ) in R1þ3 are

zðh1Þ ¼ zðe0Þ ¼ b0 ¼ ð1; 0; 0; 0Þ;

zðð�1Þe22Þ ¼ ð�1Þb0 þ b2 � b2 ¼ ð�1; 0; 0; 0Þ;

zð0e12Þ ¼ ð0;�1; 1; 0Þ; zð1e12Þ ¼ ð1;�1; 1; 0Þ; zð3e12Þ ¼ ð3;�1; 1; 0Þ;

zð0e23Þ ¼ ð0; 0;�1; 1Þ; zð2e23Þ ¼ ð2; 0;�1; 1Þ;

zð2e13Þ ¼ ð2;�1; 0; 1Þ; zð3e13Þ ¼ ð3;�1; 0; 1Þ;

they are shown in Fig. 5(b). The corresponding canonical hyperplanar lift
representation (see Corollary 4.5) is four-dimensional, which is awkward to display;
nevertheless, because ð0; 1; 1; 1Þ lies in every hyperplane one could represent it by its

faithful three-dimensional cross section in R� s where s ¼ fxAR3 : x1 þ x2 þ x3 ¼
0g: (The representing vectors lie in R� s and they span it because rk LðFÞ ¼ 3:)
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However, we eschew this in favor of depicting the affinographic representation
(Corollary 4.5).
To illustrate the construction we treat 3e12: The dual hyperplane of zð3e12Þ ¼

ð3;�1; 1; 0Þ is x2 � x1 ¼ 3x0 in R1þ3: (For duality, see before Corollary 4.5.) Setting

x0 ¼ 1 gives the affinographic hyperplane x2 � x1 ¼ 3 in the affine space f1g � R3:
(An edge like h1 or ð�1Þe22 requires special consideration: zðh1Þ ¼ ð1; 0; 0; 0Þ dualizes
to 0 ¼ 1x0; and setting x0 ¼ 1 gives an inconsistency. This means that the
affinographic hyperplane is the ideal hyperplane hN in the projective completion

of f1g � R3:) Thus, the affinographic arrangement AðFÞ consists of two-
dimensional hyperplanes; with hN we have its projectivization APðFÞ: But these
hyperplanes can be reduced further, for all contain the point ð1; 1; 1; 1Þ: Cross-
sectioning by s gives the affine planar arrangement As shown in Fig. 5(c). AðFÞ
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Fig. 5. A Z-gain graph F (a), a canonical real vector lift representation (b), and (c) a generic planar cross

section of the affinographic representation (without lN) or its projectivization (with lN).
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itself is obtained by coning on a point outside the plane of the figure. (That is, each
line is raised to a plane by joining it with the outside point.) With the addition of the

ideal line lN; the diagram shows APðFÞs; that is, APðFÞ sectioned by the plane of
the figure. Again, one obtains APðFÞ by coning on a point outside the plane.

The gain group Z has many embeddings in Rþ; the additive group of real
numbers, but all are related by scaling the 0th coordinate. Thus any projectively
inequivalent representations of LðFÞ are either canonical lift representations of other
gain graphs F0 for which /F0S ¼ /FS; of which there are many (by a discussion
similar to that in Example 2.1), or are noncanonical. In this example, though, where
F has an unbalanced edge e; so that e0AclosL e and LðFÞ is essentially L0ðFÞ; all
representations are canonical lift representations by Proposition 4.3. (One can also
deduce that conclusion from Theorem 7.1.)

Example 4.2 (Spikes; continuation of Example 2.2). We define a spike as a matroid
Lð2Cn;BÞ where nX3 andB is a Hamiltonian bias; L0ð2Cn;BÞ is a complete spike. A

free spike is a bicircular lift matroid Lð2Cn; |Þ with nX3: Spikes, like swirls, are
crucial examples in matroid representability (complete free spikes are the matroids
Nr of [30, Section 5], and [15, Section 7] employs two kinds of spikes, free ones and
those with two complementary circuit hyperplanes), but it is apparently a new
observation that spikes are lift matroids that arise from the same biased graphs as
swirls, whence their properties are analogous.
We may visualize a spike as a matroid consisting of n 2-point lines, concurrent in a

base point p0 not part of the spike (but it is part of the complete spike!) but otherwise
independent; that is, the spike has rank n: There may in addition be circuit
hyperplanes involving one point from each 2-point line. This is the definition in [15];
we see immediately that a spike is a lift matroid as we described.
A free spike, arising from a contrabalanced graph, is representable over any

sufficiently large field. Part VII has crude bounds on how large.
By Theorem 7.1 a spike Lð2Cn;BÞ with nX4 is representable over F if and only if

ð2Cn;BÞ has gains in Fþ: If ð2Cn;BÞ has no gains at all, then its spike and its swirl
are not representable in any vector space over any field. By the same theorem any
representation of a spike is a canonical lift representation. (It is easy to convert the
representation in [30, p. 340] to canonical form by adding a new row and performing
simple row operations.) The unique binary spike is Lð7CnÞ; which is the column-
dependence matroid of the matrix ðI jJ � IÞ; where J is the square all-ones matrix
(see [12a], [12b, p. 245]). Its uniqueness is obvious from the fact that the only sign-
biased spike is /7CnS:

Example 4.3 (Balanced). If F is balanced, as in Example 2.5, then LðFÞ is uniquely
representable so a canonical lift representation is any representation in a vector or
projective space.

Corollary 4.2. If F is finite and has no half edges, and if F ¼ R; then the set Z ¼
fzðeÞ : eAEg has jwbFð�1Þ � 1

2
wGð�1Þj hyperplane separations. The set Z,fzðe0Þg has

jwbFð�1Þj separations.
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Proof. We rely on Theorem III.5.2 together with results on counting separations by
hyperplanes cited in Section 1. &

One cannot expect a complete converse to Theorem 4.1(a), saying that any
representation of LðFÞ is canonical. For instance, Lð7K3Þ ¼ Gð7K3ÞDGðK4Þ;
which is linearly representable over every field; but /7K3S has a canonical lift
representation only in characteristic 2. (This is the same example we used for
Theorem 2.1’s converse. See Example 2.4.) Nonetheless there is a converse for L0ðFÞ
and (which is equivalent) for LðFÞ if F contains an unbalanced edge.

Proposition 4.3. Let O ¼ ðG;BÞ be a biased graph and f : E,fe0g-L a vector

representation of L0ðOÞ over a skew field F. Then there is a gain graph F ¼ ðG;j;FþÞ
such that /FS ¼ O and f is a canonical complete lift representation of F:

Proof. Again we treat a half edge like an unbalanced loop. We assume L is large

enough to contain F 1þN :
Let v̂0 ¼ f ðe0Þ and let f 0 ¼ f 3g where g :L-L0 ¼ L=spanðv̂0Þ is the projection.

Then f 0 is a representation of GðGÞ: Since such a representation is projectively

unique, we can find a coordinate system for L0 in which N̂ ¼ fv̂ : vANg is part of a
basis and f 0ðeÞ ¼ aðeÞðŵ � v̂Þ if nGðeÞ ¼ fv;wg:
Now express L as the direct sum spanðv̂0Þ"L0 in some way and let jðe; v;wÞ be

the value a such that f ðeÞ � av̂0AL0: That defines F: Since f ðeÞ ¼ ða; ŵ � v̂Þ; we have
a canonical complete lift representation of F in the subspace spanðN̂,v̂0Þ: Since f is
a canonical complete lift representation of F and a representation of L0ðOÞ; the
identity mapping of edges is an isomorphism of the matroids. Since the underlying
graphs are also the same, F and O must have the same balanced circles. &

Due to Proposition 4.3 we can define a (linear) canonical complete lift

representation of O as either a canonical complete lift representation of any gain
graph F for which /FS ¼ O; or equivalently as any linear representation at all of
L0ðOÞ: A canonical lift representation of O is either a canonical lift representation of
any gain graph F whose bias is O; or equivalently the restriction to E of any
representation of L0ðOÞ: Based on this equivalence we can give coordinate-free
projective and affine definitions. A canonical projective (or, affine) complete lift

representation of O is a representation of L0ðOÞ in any projective (affine) space,
including noncoordinatizable projective or affine planes, and a canonical projective

(affine) lift representation is the restriction to E of a projective (affine) representation
of L0ðOÞ:

Problem 4.4 (Fundamental representation question). (a) Characterize the biased
graphs that have a noncanonical lift representation (not counting canonical bias
representations when LðOÞ ¼ GðOÞ); most especially, one that is not binary. (b)
What kinds of noncanonical representation can exist in these cases?
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Example 4.4 (Too thick; continuation of Example 2.7). A biased graph O as in
Example 2.7 has no canonical lift representation over Fk�1 (assuming k � 1 ¼ q; a
prime power) because L0ðOÞ has a k þ 1-point line and k þ 14q þ 1: Nonetheless,
LðOÞ might be representable over Fk�1: one such example is LðOkÞ: As in Example
2.7, this noncanonicality is reparable by extending the field.

There is also, of course, a hyperplane representation dualizing Theorem 4.1;
indeed, there are several. First, one can dualize the canonical [complete] lift

representation in F1þN ; so that e corresponds to z�FðeÞ ¼ the hyperplane xw � xv ¼
jðe; v;wÞx0 and e0 or a half edge to z�Fðe0Þ ¼ the hyperplane x0 ¼ 0; that gives a

linear arrangement %AðFÞ: This is the canonical linear (or homogeneous) hyperplanar

[complete] lift representation of F: (Note that this duality is abnormal because b0
dualizes to �x0: The ordinary dual hyperplane would be xw � xv þ jðe; v;wÞx0 ¼ 0:
Our duality is chosen for the sake of nice equations in the affinographic
representation.) Then, one can treat the equations as involving homogeneous

coordinates in the projective space PNðFÞ; with infinite hyperplane hN : x0 ¼ 0
corresponding to e0; thus we have a projective arrangement APðFÞ (which contains
hN). Finally, by removing that hyperplane we have a representation by an affine
hyperplane arrangement AðFÞ in which the hyperplane corresponding to e has
equation xw � xv ¼ jðe; v;wÞ: This is the affinographic representation of F (for which
see also the end of Section 4.5) and APðFÞ is the projectivized affinographic

representation. Real affinographic representations of Z-gain graphs have lately
become popular; see Example 4.5.

Corollary 4.5. (a) Under the mutually inverse correspondences

AALat L0ðFÞ/
\
eAA

hðeÞ and tALat L0ðFÞ/feAE0 : hðeÞ+tg

(where hðeÞ denotes the hyperplane representing e in %AðFÞ; APðFÞ; or AðFÞ as

appropriate, for each eAE0 or just eAE in the affine case), the intersection lattices

Lð %AðFÞÞ and LðAPðFÞÞ are isomorphic to Lat L0ðFÞ and the intersection

semilattice LðAðFÞÞ is isomorphic to LatbF:
(b) Suppose F is finite and F ¼ R: The numbers of regions, if F is unbalanced, are:

2jwbFð�1Þj of %AðFÞ; and jwbFð�1Þj of AðFÞ and APðFÞ:
(c) Suppose F is finite and F ¼ C: The Poincaré polynomial of the complement

Cnþ1
\
S

%AðFÞ is equal to ðy þ 1Þð�yÞnwbFð�1=yÞ: That of the complement

AnðCÞ\
S
AðFÞ equals ð�yÞnwbFð�1=yÞ:

Proof. (a) Mainly a straightforward dualization of Theorem 4.1. Note that LatbF
corresponds to the affine intersection flats of the projective arrangement. Thus the
projective arrangement representing Lat L0ðFÞ is, as the notation suggests, the

projectivization of the affine arrangement representing LatbF:
(b) A direct consequence of (a) and Theorem III.5.2.
(c) From (a), [28] (or [29, Theorem 5.93]), and Theorem III.5.2. &
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Example 4.5 (Deformations of the braid arrangement). These real affine hyperplane
arrangements have recently been extensively studied. They are the affinographic
representations AðFÞ of certain integral additive gain graphs. To describe them let
~KK n denote the complete graph on node set f1; 2;y; ng with each edge oriented in the
ascending direction. For ADRþ; A~KK n is the gain graph having edges of the form

ðeij; aÞ for ioj and aAA: Arrangements AðA~KK nÞ; where A is a finite subset of Z; are

called ‘deformations of the braid arrangement’. Principal examples are the Shi
arrangement, where A ¼ f0; 1g; the Linial arrangement, where A ¼ f1g; their
‘extensions’, where A ¼ f�l þ 1;�l þ 2;y; l � 1; lg or A ¼ f1; 2;y; lg; respec-
tively, where l ¼ 1; 2; 3;y; the composed partition arrangement, where A ¼
f0;71g; and its extension the l-composed partition arrangement, where A ¼
f0;71;y;7lg: A rather weird case is our Example 4.6.
Athanasiadis [2] studied several arrangements of this type, especially to compute

their characteristic polynomials—which (as implied by Corollary 4.5(a) and
Theorem II.5.3) are the balanced chromatic polynomials of the associated gain
graphs. Athanasiadis’ methods are generally based on gain graph coloring using a
large cyclic gain group.
For a more thorough discussion of arrangements like these, with references, see [2]

and [47, Examples 3.2 and 10.5–8].

4.2. Characterization

How do we recognize lift matroids LðOÞ or their canonical representations? We
repeat here a characterization of graphic lift matroids from the beginning of [46,
Section 3].

Proposition 4.6. Let M0 be a finitary matroid on a point set E0: M0 contains a point e0
such that M0=e0 is graphic if and only if M0 ¼ L0ðOÞ for some biased graph O with

edge set E0\fe0g:
Given M0 such that M0=e0 is graphic, O can be any ðG;BÞ such that G is a graph

with GðGÞDM0=e0 and B consists of the circles whose closure does not contain e0; or

equivalently those that are dependent in M0:

Proof. As mentioned in [46], this is implicit in [14, Section 6] as amplified in our
Section II.3 near Theorem II.3.1. That the closure of a circle’s containing e0 is
equivalent to the circle’s being independent in M0 follows from the representation of
M0 as L0ðOÞ: &

For recognizing canonical representations there is another simple criterion.

Proposition 4.7. A protective representation of LðOÞ; f : E-P; is a canonical lift

representation of O if and only if\
CeB

f ðCÞD/
[
T

f ðTÞ;
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where the range of C is all unbalanced circles, that of T is all maximal forests, and the

overbar denotes projective closure.

Proof. If f is canonical, then f ðe0ÞA
T

C f ðCÞ\
S

T f ðTÞ:
If on the other hand p0A

T
C f ðCÞ\

S
T f ðTÞ; then extend f to E0 via f ðe0Þ ¼ p0 and

let M be the matroid on E0 induced by f as extended. In P=p0; f induces a

representation of M=e0: Since p0Af ðCÞ if C is unbalanced, in that case rkM=e0 C ¼
rkM C � 1 ¼ #C � 1: If C is balanced, take eAC; then f ðeÞAf ðC\eÞ because f

represents LðOÞ; but also p0ef ðC\eÞ because C\e extends to a maximal forest; hence,

p0ef ðCÞ and rkM=e0C ¼ rkMC ¼ #C � 1: As p0ef ðTÞ; f 0ðTÞ is independent in

P=p0: We conclude that M=e0 ¼ GðGÞ; whence M is a graphic lift LðG;B0Þ for some
bias. Moreover, B0DB because p0Af ðCÞ for an unbalanced circle C; and BDB0

since p0ef ðC\eÞ ¼ f ðCÞ for a balanced circle. M is finitary because it is projective.
Therefore M ¼ L0ðOÞ; and the desired conclusion follows from Proposition 4.3. &

This proposition holds equally well for any representation f : E-EðMÞ of LðOÞ in
any matroid M (as long as M is assumed finitary if O has infinite order).

4.3. Switching and projective equivalence

Canonical lift representations of switching-equivalent Fþ-gain graphs are
projectively equivalent (see Formula (4.1)). As with bias representations (Section

2.3), the converse does not hold in general. Let F be an Fþ-gain graph. If Z is a
switching function and aAAut F ; then zFZaEzF (that is, they are projectively

equivalent). If /FS is a contrabalanced circle or theta graph, we may have /F0S ¼
/FS and zF0EzF but still F0aFZa: I suggest a conjecture similar to that for bias
representations.

Conjecture 4.8. Let F and F0 be unbalanced Fþ-gain graphs of finite order with

jjF0jj ¼ jjFjj and with LðFÞ connected. If LðFÞ has a U2;4 minor, and if xF0ExF; then

F0 is obtained from F by switching and a field automorphism. If LðFÞ has no U2;4

minor and xF0ExF; then F0 need not be so obtained.

4.4. Abstract gains and nonunique representation

As with Theorem 2.1, in Theorem 4.1 G is a particular subgroup of Fþ: If it is an
abstract group, there may be many ways for it to embed in Fþ: In order to
understand projective uniqueness of canonical lift representations we have to know
how uniqueness is affected by these different embeddings.

A canonical lift representation of a gain graph F with abstract gain group G is a
canonical lift representation of F over F ; as in Theorem 4.1, obtained from any

embedding e :G+Fþ:
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Proposition 4.9. Suppose F is a gain graph whose gain group G is generated by jðE�Þ:
The canonical lift representations of F induced by different embeddings e1; e2 :G+Fþ

are projectively equivalent if and only if e1 and e2 are equivalent under an automorphism

of F :

Proof. Similar to that of Proposition 2.9. &

To take account of embeddings of the gain group into the field, we define F to
have projectively unique lift representation up to gain-group embedding if every lift
representation is projectively equivalent to a canonical lift representation with

respect to some embedding of G in Fþ:

4.5. Orthography and affinography

There is an affine version of the canonical lift representation of F: Take an affine
space A over a skew field F ; a hyperplane A0; and a vector x\A0: Represent GðGÞ in
A0 arbitrarily by e/gðeÞ and add a certain multiple of x to get a vector f ðeÞ so that
f is a representation of LðFÞ: We call this an orthographic representation of LðFÞ
because it begins with the represented graphic matroid GðGÞ and adds a multiple of a
transverse vector x (that we can think of as orthogonal). There are two difficulties in
the construction of f : first, to represent GðGÞ in A0; and second, to find the right
multiple of x for each edge.
The first difficulty, though real since not all graphic matroids may have an affine

representation over F ; is understood. We know the conditions under which such a
representation exists.

Proposition 4.10 (Crapo and Rota [12, Theorem 2, p. 16.10]). Let G be a graph of

finite order and F a skew field. GðGÞ is representable in an affine space over F if and

only if #FXwðGÞ; the chromatic number.

The second difficulty is our problem here. Assume that G is a link graph. (Loops
and unbalanced edges do not have affine orthographic representations.) We want
f ðeÞ to equal gðeÞ þ jðeÞbex where be depends only on the representation of GðGÞ
and the orientation used to compute jðeÞ; but not on the gains themselves; thus we
get a close analog of the lift representation. Our task is to determine be:
An orientation of a circle C is described in relation to a fixed orientation of G by

the function tC defined for eAC by tCðeÞ ¼ þ1 if e agrees with the direction of C and
�1 if e opposes C: The two possible orientations of C give two choices for tC ; which
are negatives of each other.

Theorem 4.11. Let G be a link graph. Suppose g : E-A0 represents GðGÞ in a

hyperplane A0 of an affine space A over F ; a skew field, and suppose x is a vector in A

not parallel to A0: If char Fa2; fix an orientation of G: Then there exist scalars

be; eAE; such that for every gain graph F ¼ ðG;j;FþÞ with gain group Fþ;
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f ðeÞ ¼ gðeÞ þ jðeÞbex defines a representation f of LðFÞ in A: (Here, except when

char F ¼ 2; jðeÞ is to be calculated in the fixed orientation of e and be depends on the

orientation.)
The coefficients be can be calculated from g by choosing, for each circle C; affine

dependence coefficients lCðeÞ and an orientation tC of C so that for each edge eAE;
tCðeÞ=lCðeÞ is independent of the circle C{e; and setting be ¼ tCðeÞ=lCðeÞ:

By affine dependence coefficients we mean that the lCðeÞ sum to 0, are not all zero,
and satisfy

P
eAC lCðeÞgðeÞ ¼ 0:

Proof. First we set up machinery. The projective completion of A; call it P; is the
projective quotient of a vector space L: (This means P is the set of lines of L; or
equivalently of collinearity classes of nonzero vectors.)A0 corresponds to a hyperplane
L0 in L and the ideal hyperplane of P; hN; corresponds to a hyperplane h0: Take a
linear form a :L-F whose kernel is h0 and let h1 ¼ fxAL : aðxÞ ¼ 1g: Then A is
naturally isomorphic to h1; with A0 corresponding to h1-L0: Thus the representation
g can be regarded as a vector representation in L0: The vector x in A; not parallel to
A0; is a vector in h1; hence by translation in h0; and xeL0 because x\A0:

It is clear that we may assume L ¼ F1þN with L0 ¼ f0g � F N : All vector
representations of GðGÞ are projectively equivalent. Consequently, we may assume
the coordinate system chosen so that g represents GðGÞ canonically in L0: we mean
that e is represented by xðeÞ ¼ ŵ � v̂AL0; where v and w are the endpoints of e and
are labeled so that, in the fixed orientation, e is directed from v to w; and that gðeÞ is
the scalar multiple of xðeÞ that lies in h1 . (In characteristic 2, any orientation of G
will do—or none is needed—because ŵ � v̂ ¼ v̂ � ŵ:)
Now we take the standard lift representation zðeÞ ¼ ŵ � v̂ þ jðeÞx; with jðeÞ

calculated according to the fixed orientation, and project zðeÞ into h1: That is, we
take f ðeÞ ¼ bezðeÞ where be is the multiplier that carries xðeÞ to gðeÞ: Thus be ¼
1=aðxðeÞÞ: Then f ðeÞ ¼ gðeÞ þ jðeÞbex and, by Theorem 4.1, f is the desired
representation of LðFÞ in h1DA:
We omitted to verify that aðxðeÞÞa0: This is so because g is an affine

representation: so gðeÞAh1; and gðeÞ is a multiple of xðeÞ:
That completes the proof of the first part of the theorem. What is missing is the

ability to calculate be directly from the affine representation of GðGÞ; completely
without L and h1: The solution to that problem is based on the minimal affine
dependencies of the points gðeÞ: For each circle C ¼ fe1;y; elg there are nonzero

scalars li such that
Pl

i¼1 ligðeiÞ ¼ 0 and
P

i li ¼ 0: We need to choose be;

independent of any gain function, so that the vectors f ðeÞ ¼ gðeÞ þ jðeÞbex are
affinely dependent if and only if C is balanced. The only possible affine dependencies
of f ðe1Þ;y; f ðelÞ have coefficients that are a fixed multiple of the li: ThenP

i lif ðeiÞ ¼ 0 if and only if the coefficient of x is zero. That coefficient is

Xl

i¼1
jðeiÞlibei

:
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Since jðCÞ ¼
P

i jðeiÞtCðeiÞ; to make the coefficient of x zero for all balanced gains

on C we must take libei
to be a fixed nonzero multiple of tCðeiÞ: That is, bei

¼
kCtCðeiÞ=li: We define lCðeiÞ ¼ li=kC : The only problem is that bei

appears to

depend on C: By the first part of the theorem, be is well defined, so it is possible to
choose the scalars kC so that, when eAC-C0; then tCðeÞ=lCðeÞ ¼ tC0 ðeÞ=lC0 ðeÞ:
Thus we have proved the second half of the theorem. &

Because be depends only on g and the arbitrary orientation of G; not on F; for
parallel edges e and f we have be ¼ bf if e and f are similarly oriented and be ¼ �bf

otherwise. Thus, if we choose to orient parallel edges in G similarly, be will depend
only on the endpoints of e:

Corollary 4.12. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 4.11, let f ðe0Þ be the ideal point in

P; the projective completion of A; that lies in the direction of x: This extension of f to

E0 is a projective representation of L0ðFÞ:

This approach to orthographic representation is analytic. For a synthetic,
coordinate-free treatment, see Part VI.

Example 4.6. Take F ¼ f�1; 1; 2g~KK 3 with gain group Fþ (Fig. 6(a)). This gain
graph has edges geij for gAf�1; 1; 2g and eijAEðK3Þ with ioj; the gain being

jðgeijÞ ¼ g; that is, we assign gains in the upward orientation. We take this

orientation for the arbitrary one of G in Theorem 4.11. We define ð�gÞeji ¼ geij but

oppositely oriented. The balanced circles,

C1 ¼ f1e12; 1e23; 2e13g; C2 ¼ fð�1Þe12; 2e23; 1e13g; C3 ¼ f2e12; ð�1Þe23; 1e13g;

are the dependent triples in LðFÞ (assuming the characteristic is not too small), hence
they generate the only collinear triples of points in the orthographic representation.

The affine space of the representation is A ¼ A2ðFÞ; we take A0 ¼ fðx1; x2Þ : x2 ¼
0g and x ¼ ð0; 1Þ: The representation of GðK3Þ in A0 consists of three distinct points
with coordinates, let us say, gðeijÞ ¼ ðpij ; 0Þ for ioj: There is only one circle C in K3;

so to calculate the affine dependence coefficients lCðeijÞ we solve

1 1 1

p12 p23 p13

" #
lT

C ¼ 0;

whose solution is

lC ¼ ðlCðe12Þ; lCðe23Þ; lCðe13ÞÞ ¼ ðp13 � p23; p12 � p13; p23 � p12Þ

or any nonzero scalar multiple thereof. Orienting C in the direction v1v2v3v1; we have
tCðe12Þ ¼ tCðe23Þ ¼ �tCðe13Þ ¼ 1; so bij ¼ tCðeijÞ=lCðeijÞ gives

b12 ¼ ðp13 � p23Þ�1; b23 ¼ ðp12 � p13Þ�1; b13 ¼ ðp12 � p23Þ�1: ð4:2Þ
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(We may write bij ¼ bðgeijÞ; independent of g; since parallel edges in G are similarly

oriented.) The embedding of F is f ðgeijÞ ¼ ðpij ; gbijÞ; so
f ðge12Þ ¼ ðp12; gðp13 � p23Þ�1Þ;

f ðge23Þ ¼ ðp23; gðp12 � p13Þ�1Þ;

f ðge13Þ ¼ ðp13; gðp12 � p23Þ�1Þ:

Now we choose a specific field, the finite field F53; so the gain group is Fþ53 ¼ Z53;

and a particular embedding of GðK3Þ by taking p12 ¼ 0; p23 ¼ 1; and p13 ¼ 10: Thus
the orthographic points are:

g ¼ �1 g ¼ 1 g ¼ 2

f ðge12Þ ð0;�6Þ ð0; 6Þ ð0; 12Þ
f ðge23Þ ð1; 16Þ ð1;�16Þ ð1; 21Þ
f ðge13Þ ð10; 1Þ ð10;�1Þ ð10;�2Þ

Fig. 6(b) shows the orthographic representation with its three 3-point lines
corresponding to C1;C2; and C3:
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Fig. 6. (a) The gain graph f�1; 1; 2g~KK 3 of Examples 4.6 and 4.7. (b) The orthographic representation over

F53 in Example 4.6. The hollow points represent GðjjFjj Þ; or GðK3Þ; inA0 (the solid vertical line). The solid

points represent LðFÞ in A (the plane).
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The orientation given to G in the theorem is arbitrary, but there is something to
say about it when F is R; or any ordered field.

Proposition 4.13. If F is ordered, then there is a fixed orientation of G in Theorem 4.11
under which all be have the same sign. This orientation is acyclic and is unique up to

reversal.

The proof is based on a series of reinterpretations, as in the proof of Theorem 4.11
but further extended. The hyperplane h0 corresponds, in the dual space L�

0; to a

vector h�
0 in a region of the hyperplane arrangement H½G� ¼ fxi ¼ xj : there is an

edge ijAEg: A region of H½G� corresponds to an acyclic orientation of G (see [17] or
[18, Lemma 7.1]); negating the region corresponds to reversing the orientation. If we
vary hN continuously in P without passing over any point gðeÞ (we call this isotopy),
h�
0 varies in a region of H½G�: Since hN is not oriented, it corresponds to a pair of

opposite vectors h�
0; therefore an isotopy class of ideal hyperplanes corresponds to a

converse pair of acyclic orientations of G: Furthermore, isotopy of hN does not
affect the combinatorial type of the affine representation of GðGÞ; in particular, the
vertices of conv gðEÞ are unchanged.
If we choose one of the orientations corresponding to hN as the fixed orientation in

Theorem 4.11, we find that all aðxðeÞÞ have the same sign, whence all be have the same
sign. The reason is that, when G is oriented in accordance with the acyclic orientation
corresponding to the region that contains h�

0; aðxðeÞÞ40 for all edges e: &

We can actually calculate the orientation in Proposition 4.13. If we calculate all be

with respect to an arbitrary orientation and reverse the edges for which beo0; we
obtain the orientation with respect to which all be40: This method is explicit but
complicated. It also seems to be using too much information about the
representation. It is clear that the region in which h�

0 lies is determined in principle

(up to negation) by the extreme points of conv gðEÞ; but is this feasible in practice?

Problem 4.14. Is there a simple way to compute the acyclic orientations in
Proposition 4.13 directly from the extreme points of conv gðEÞ in A or their oriented
matroid?

Example 4.7. To illustrate Proposition 4.13 we take Example 4.6 in a different

direction by choosing an ordered field, F ¼ R: The gain group is then Rþ:We use the
same coordinates to represent GðK3Þ: p12 ¼ 0; p23 ¼ 1; p13 ¼ 10: What orientation
of Gmakes all be40? (Since we oriented parallel edges similarly, we are really talking
about an orientation of K3:) We can deduce these from the signs of the bij in

Eqs. (4.2): because we chose p12op23op13; the signs are þ; �; and �: Therefore, we
must reverse the orientations of e23 and e13; as shown in Fig. 7(a). The new
orientation is, as it ought to be, acyclic.
The new values of bij are

b12 ¼ 1=9; b32 ¼ 1=10; b31 ¼ 1
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and the orthographic points are

f ðge12Þ ¼ ð0; 1
9
gÞ; f ðð�gÞe32Þ ¼ ð1; 1

10
ð�gÞÞ; f ðð�gÞe31Þ ¼ ð10; ð�gÞÞ:

Fig. 7(b) shows these points and the three 3-point lines associated with the balanced
triangles C1;C2; and C3:

The duals of orthographic representations are the affinographic hyperplane
arrangements introduced at the end of Section 4.1. Under this duality, the dual of the
orthographic point f ðe0Þ is the ideal hyperplane hN; the lift vector x corresponds to
the constant term of an affinographic hyperplane, and the orthographic base
hyperplane A0 corresponds to the common line, spanfð1; 1;yÞg; of all homo-
geneous affinographic hyperplanes. In the orthographic representation all lines
f ðE0 : fu; vgÞ concur in f ðe0Þ while in the projectivized affinographic arrangement
APðFÞ all the colines

T
fhðeÞ : eAE0 : fu; vgg are contained in hN:

4.6. Pythagorean representations

In conclusion we state a curious hyperplane representation for the complete lift

matroid of F when G is a graph whose edges are links and the gain group is Rþ: We

work in the Euclidean space Ed of any positive dimension. Let N ¼ fv1;y; vng and
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let Q1;y;Qn be distinct points in Ed : For iaj and PAEd ; the Pythagorean coordinate

of P from Qi to Qj is

cijðPÞ ¼ distðP;QiÞ2 � distðP;QjÞ2:
For each edge e; with endpoints vi and vj; let

hðeÞ ¼ fP : cijðPÞ ¼ jðe; vi; vjÞg:
The set H ¼ fhðeÞ : eAEg is a family of Euclidean hyperplanes; HP ¼ H,fhNg is
a family of projective hyperplanes.

Theorem 4.15. Let n � cðFÞXd: For Q1;y;Qn in general position, the set of flats of

HP; ordered by reverse inclusion, is isomorphic to the poset of elements of rankpd in

Lat L0ðFÞ with a top element added (unless n � cðFÞ ¼ d and F is balanced). The set of

affine flats is isomorphic to the set of elements of rank pd in LatbF:

A proof appears in [47] along with further structural information about H and
HP and an exploration of the exact meaning of ‘general position’.

The construction is metric: it can be carried out in any inner-product space Fd for

gain graphs whose gain group is Fþ:
This Pythagorean representation generalizes the canonical affine hyperplane lift

representation. One way to assure general position is to choose Q1;y;Qn affinely
independent. (See [47, Proposition 6.5] for a proof in the real case.) Let us take for Qi

the point in F n whose coordinate vector equals ð1=
ffiffiffi
2

p
Þbi; where bi is the ith vector in an

orthonormal basis B: A simple calculation shows that, since all jjQi � Qjjj ¼ 1;

cijðPÞ ¼ c defines the hyperplane h : xj � xi ¼ c: Thus for this choice of Q1;y;Qn; the

Pythagorean arrangementH is the canonical affine hyperplane lift representation of F:

5. Whitney operations and separable graphs

5.1. Whitney operations

Whitney’s 2-isomorphism operations on a graph, which do not change the circles
or, therefore, the polygon matroid, are:

(a) Identify two nodes in different components; and the inverse operation.
(b) Twist one side of a 2-separating node set.

Since these operations do not change circles or theta graphs regarded as edge sets,
we can treat them as acting on biased graphs. Specifically, if ðG;BÞ is a biased graph
and we apply Whitney operations to G; resulting in G0; then ðG0;BÞ is the resulting
biased graph. It follows that Whitney operations do not change the lift or complete
lift matroid. They can change the bias matroid; for instance, by a Whitney operation
a contrabalanced handcuff can become disconnected, so no longer a bias circuit.
However:
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Theorem 5.1. Let O0 be a biased graph obtained from O by Whitney 2-isomorphism

operations. Then O and O0 have gains in the same groups; GðOÞ and GðO0Þ are

canonically representable over the same skew fields; and LðOÞ ¼ LðO0Þ and L0ðOÞ ¼
L0ðO0Þ:

Proof. The second conclusion follows from the first.
Consider the effect on gains j for O of a single Whitney operation. Operations of

type (a), retaining the same gains, obviously do not alter balance. Consider an
operation (b) on G; twisting G2 around the node pair u; v while leaving G1; the
remainder of the graph, untwisted, giving G0: We define j0; gains on G0; by

j0ðe; x; yÞ ¼ jðe; x; yÞ if eAE1 and jðe; x; yÞ�1 if eAE2: Now examine a circle C with
edges in both halves of G: Say C is the concatenation P1P2 in G; where Pi is the

path of C in Gi: We know that jðP1ÞjðP2Þ ¼ 1 and j0ðP2Þ ¼ jðP�1
2 Þ: Thus

j0ðP1Þj0ðP�1
2 Þ ¼ 1: But in G2; C ¼ P1P

�1
2 : Thus the gain of C remains the same,

whence BðG0;F0Þ ¼ BðG;FÞ: The theorem follows. &

The proof shows that we can think of Whitney operations as acting, not only on
graphs and biased graphs, but also on gain graphs. Thus, we define two biased
graphs, or two gain graphs, to be 2-isomorphic, or isomorphic up to Whitney

operations, if by applying Whitney operations they become isomorphic.
We can interpret the theorem as saying that, while GðOÞ is not determined by GðGÞ

andB alone, still the canonical representability of GðOÞ is so determined. If we know
that GðOÞ has only canonical representations—as is the case with full biased graphs
(Proposition 2.4) and thick biased graphs for which GðOÞaLðOÞ (see the discussion
following Theorem 7.1)—then GðGÞ and B determine all representations of GðOÞ; G
itself is not needed. This is odd, as gains of circles cannot even be defined directly on
GðGÞ; one needs the graph.

5.2. Separable biased graphs

The matroids of a separable biased graph, when not themselves separable
according to Theorems II.2.8 and II.3.8, are 2-sums or parallel connections.
Notation: O ¼ O1,v O2 means that O ¼ O1,O2 and O1-O2 ¼ fvg: The 2-sum of
matroids is written M1"2 M2:

Theorem 5.2. Suppose O0 has a node v such that O0 ¼ O1,v O2: Let h be an

additional unbalanced edge at v and let Oh
i ¼ Oi,fhg: Then GðOh

0Þ is the parallel

connection along h of GðOh
1Þ and GðOh

2Þ; and GðO0Þ ¼ GðO1Þ"2 GðO2Þ:

Proof. The parallel connection along h of matroids M1 and M2 whose intersection is
fhg has for circuits the circuits of M1; those of M2; and the sets of the form C1 þ C2

(this is set sum) where Ci is a circuit of Mi and hAC1-C2: In Oh
0 there are three kinds

of bias circuit: those of Oh
1; those of O

h
2; and those circuits C not contained in either

Eh
1 or Eh

2 : Any such C has v as a cutpoint and is therefore a contrabalanced handcuff
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composed of unbalanced figures D1DE1 and D2DE2 and a connecting path P that
contains v: Then C ¼ C1 þ C2 where Ci ¼ Di,ðP-EiÞ,fhg; a bias circuit of Oi:

Conversely, if Ci is a bias circuit of Oh
i and hAC1-C2; then C1 and C2 are contra-

balanced handcuffs and so is C1 þ C2: Therefore GðOh
0Þ is the parallel connection.

The second part of the theorem follows because the 2-sum is the parallel
connection with h deleted. &

Corollary 5.3. GðOh
0Þ is representable over F if and only if GðOh

1Þ and GðOh
2Þ are. O0

has a canonical bias representation over F if and only if O1 and O2 do.

Proof. The first is a general fact about parallel connection of matroids. The second is
trivial. &

Theorem 5.4. Suppose O ¼ O1,O2 where O1-O2 is void or a node. Then L0ðOÞ is the

parallel connection along e0 of L0ðO1Þ and L0ðO2Þ; and LðOÞ ¼ LðO1Þ"2 LðO2Þ:

Proof. Again we need only examine circuits of L0ðOÞ that do not lie in ðE1Þ0 or

ðE2Þ0: By Theorem 5.1 we may assume that every block of O is a connected

component. A circuit C not contained in ðE1Þ0 or ðE2Þ0 is therefore disconnected and
consequently a union D1,D2 where Di is an unbalanced circle in Ei: Since each
Di,fe0g is a circuit in L0ðOiÞ; C has the form C1 þ C2 where e0AC1-C2 and Ci is a
circuit in L0ðOiÞ: Conversely, any C1 þ C2 of that form is a lift circuit of O: &

Corollary 5.5. L0ðOÞ is representable over F if and only if L0ðO1Þ and L0ðO2Þ are. O
has a canonical lift representation over F if and only if O1 and O2 do.

6. Our matroids redefined by restricted general position

For the ‘thick’ representation theorem of Section 7 we need a new way to describe
the bias and lift matroids. Suppose we have a biased graph O; let H ¼ fhv : vANg
consist of one half edge at each node, with H disjoint from E: Let O� ¼ O,H and
E� ¼ EðO�Þ ¼ E,H: (This is a variation on the usual meaning of O�:) We write Svw

as shorthand for S : fv;wg and Sv as shorthand for S : fvg: We consider finitary
matroids M on point set E� with various of the following properties: the general
properties

(a) rkMSp#NðSÞ for every finite SDE� and rkM floose edgesg ¼ 0;
(b) rkMSo#NðSÞ for every finite balanced SDE� that contains at least one

ordinary edge;

the more special properties

ða0Þ rkME�
vwp2; rkME�

vp1; and rkM floose edgesg ¼ 0;

ðb0Þ every balanced circle is dependent;

(c) every unbalanced circle or half edge in O is independent;
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and the half-edge properties

(g) H is independent;
(l) MjH is a uniform matroid of rank 1;
(s) MjH is simple.

Finally, we need the property of general position. M 0
XM; for matroids on the same

points, means that every independent set of M is also independent in M 0:
Equivalently, rkMSprkM 0S for every point set S: We say M 0 is weaker than M:
Geometrically this means that M has more special position than does M 0: The
property we want is:

(w) M is the weakest matroid with whatever other properties are prescribed.

(It is not axiomatic that there is a unique such weakest matroid.)
The general properties are almost equivalent to the special ones.

Lemma 6.1. ða0; gÞ ) ða0; sÞ ) ðaÞ:

Proof. We prove ða0; sÞ ) ðaÞ: Since rkMHvw ¼ 2XrkME�
vw by ða0Þ; EvwDclosMHvw:

Thus E : XDclosMðH : X Þ for all XDN of cardinality at least 2. For smaller X we
apply ða0Þ directly. &

Lemma 6.2. ðb0Þ3ðbÞ:

Proof. We prove ðb0Þ ) ðbÞ: Let S be a connected, balanced edge set and T

a basis for MjS: If rkMSX#NðSÞ40; then T contains a circle C: C is
independent because it lies in T but is dependent because S is balanced. This is a
contradiction.
If S is balanced with components S1;y;Sk; then rkMSprkMS1 þ?

þrkMSko#NðS1Þ þ?þ#NðSkÞ ¼ #NðSÞ: &

Our main results are characterizations of G and L; mostly in terms of (w) but in
one case with (g) instead of (w).

Proposition 6.3. ða; b; l;wÞ3M ¼ LðO�Þ: That is, there is a unique weakest matroid

satisfying ða; b; lÞ; and it is LðO�Þ:

Proof. Let M satisfy (a, b, l). Since M and LðO�Þ are finitary it suffices to treat
finite graphs. We write S1;y;Sk for the components of an edge set SDE�; the first j

being the unbalanced ones (so 0pjpkÞ; and ni ¼ #NðSiÞ: If S is balanced ð j ¼ 0Þ;
then

rkLS ¼
X

i

rkLSi ¼
X

i

ðni � 1Þ
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and from (b),

rkMSp
X

i

rkMSip
X

i

ðni � 1Þ;

so that rkLSXrkMS: If S is unbalanced, then

rkLS ¼
X

i

ðni þ 1Þ þ 1 ¼
X

i

ni � k þ 1:

Let us consider an unbalanced component Si: Either rkMSioni; or Si spans E� :
NðSiÞ (by (a)) so has a basis Bi that includes a half edge hvi

where viANðSiÞ: Suppose
the latter applies to components S1;y;Sl with l40: Then setting S0

i ¼ Si,fhvi
g;

rkMðS0
1,?,S0

lÞ ¼ rkMðB1,?,BlÞ

p
Xl

i¼1
rkMðBi\HÞ þ rkMfhv1 ;y; hvl

g

¼
Xl

i¼1
ðni � 1Þ þ 1:

Consequently,

rkMSp
Xl

i¼1
ðni � 1Þ þ 1þ

Xj

i¼lþ1
ðni � 1Þ þ

Xk

i¼jþ1
ðni � 1Þ

¼ rkLS:

This formula applies as well when l ¼ 0: We have shown that rkMprkL; this
establishes that L is the unique weakest matroid that satisfies (a, b, l). &

This proposition is really about L0ðOÞ: Since H is contained in an atom,
identifying it to a single point e0 converts LðO�Þ to L0ðOÞ:

Proposition 6.4. ða0; b0; s;wÞ3ða; b;wÞ3M ¼ GðO�Þ: That is, there is a unique

weakest matroid satisfying ða0; b0; sÞ or ða; bÞ; and it is GðO�Þ:

Proof. Again, it suffices to treat finite graphs. As in the preceding proof, but more
simply,

rkMSp
Xk

i¼1
rkMSipn1 þ?þ nj þ ðnjþ1 � 1Þ þ?þ ðnk � 1Þ

by (a, b), and this ¼ rkGS: &

A different kind of characterization replaces (w) by an explicit prescription of
MjH:

Proposition 6.5. ða0; b0; c; gÞ3ða; b; c; gÞ3M ¼ GðO�Þ: That is, GðO�Þ is the unique

matroid satisfying ða; b; cÞ in which H is independent.
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Proof. ða0; gÞ imply that M is a frame matroid with special basis H: (See [44] for
frame matroids. The defining property is simply that the lines generated by H

contain all points.) By Zaslavsky [44, Theorem 1], M ¼ GðO0Þ where O0 is a biased

graph on the edge set E�: Since ðb0Þ requires all O-balanced circles to be dependent in
M; they are balanced in O0: That is, B0+B: Contrariwise, by (c) a circle CeB is

independent, so CeB0: Therefore B0 ¼ B; and the result is proved. &

7. Thick biased graphs and intermediate-matroid representation

It is a difficult problem to characterize all bias and lift representations of a biased
graph, but multiple edges make it easier and for a graph with enough multiple edges
we can give a complete solution. We call a biased graph O thick if, whenever v and w

are adjacent (written vBw), then E : fv;wg is unbalanced. (Equivalently, rkðE :
fv;wgÞ ¼ 2 in GðOÞ and LðOÞ:) For the matroids of thick biased graphs, there are no
vector representations other than the canonical lift and bias representations of gain
graphs with the given bias.
Our theorem treats more than bias and lift representations. An intermediate

matroid on O is a matroid M with point set EðOÞ such that GðOÞXMXLðOÞ (as
defined at the start of Section 6).

Theorem 7.1 (Thick representation). Let O be a biased graph of order at least 3 that

contains as a spanning subgraph a thick, 2-connected biased graph. Suppose M is a

finitary intermediate matroid on O which is representable in some projective space.

Then M ¼ LðOÞ or GðOÞ and every representation of M, in any projective space, is a

canonical lift or bias representation. (If LðOÞ ¼ GðOÞ; M may have both kinds of

representation.)

We might call this a ‘semi-unique representation’ theorem. We shall analyze its
significance after giving the proof.

Proof. We may assume that O is simply biased; that is, it has no loose edges,
balanced loops or digons, or pairs of unbalanced edges with the same supporting
vertex. We also may replace any unbalanced loops by half edges. We write Evw ¼
E : fv;wg:
First we treat the case in which O itself is thick.
We suppose M represented in a projective space P by a mapping y : E-P: Let

ê ¼ yðeÞ; the projective point representing edge e; and for SDE; let Ŝ ¼ fê: eASg:
When vBw; let Lvw be the line determined by Êvw: (Otherwise Lvw is undefined.) We

write %X for the projective span of XDP; thus Lvw ¼ Êvw: A frequently used fact is
that, if rkGS ¼ rkLS; then rkMS ¼ their common value.

First we note that Lvw-Ê�DÊvw; because Evw has rank 2 in G and L; hence also in
M; but adding any link raises the rank. For the same reason no two lines Lvw

coincide.
Next, we show that node points are well defined. (It is here that we require nX3:)
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Lemma 7.2. For each vAN; there is a unique point pvAP such that for any wBv;

pvALvw: If v supports an unbalanced edge hv; then pv ¼ ĥv: Furthermore, for any two

neighbors w;x of v;Lvw-Lvx ¼ fpvg:

Proof. Since rkMðEvw,EvxÞ ¼ 3; Lvw and Lvx are coplanar; therefore Lvw-Lvx is a

point pwx: If hv exists, pwx ¼ ĥv:
Now take yBv: Since rkMðEvw,Evx,EvyÞ ¼ 4; Lvw; Lvx; and Lvy are noncopla-

nar. The only way pwx; pwy; and pxy can all exist is if they are equal. It follows that all

pwx; for w; xBv; are the same point, which we call pv: &

Lemma 7.3. Let C be a circle in O of length at least 3. Either all pv for vANðCÞ are

equal, or all are projectively independent.

Proof. Let NðCÞ ¼ ðv1v2?vlÞ in cyclic order around C: Let Li ¼ Li�1;i (with

subscripts modulo l). Let us call Li loose if pi�1 ¼ pi and stiff if pi�1api: If Li is loose,
let qiALi\pi: If Li is stiff, call i a core index; let I be the set of core indices. If there are
no core indices, it is because all pi are equal.
Suppose a core index exists. Let S ¼ E01,E12,?,El�1;l : Since Li ¼ pi�1pi if

stiff and piqi if loose, and since fpi: 1piplg ¼ fpi: iAIg; we have
ŜDfpi: iAIg,fqj: jeIg:

The rank of Ŝ is rkMS ¼ l; since S has rank l in G and L: The rank of the right-hand
subspace is at most l because it is generated by l points. Thus if all Li are stiff,
p1;y; pl are independent. If there is a loose line, say L1; let T ¼ E12,?,El�1;l :
Then rkMT ¼ l: But

T̂DL2,L3,?,LlDfpi: iAIg,fqj: jeI and ja1g:

The right-hand generating set has only l � 1 points, so its rank is less than l: This is a
contradiction. Hence all lines are stiff and all node points pi are projectively
independent. &

Now let us consider the possibility that one circle, C0; has all node points equal
and another, C; has its node points independent. By Menger’s theorem we can
embed C,C0 in a 2-connected finite subgraph of O: By Tutte’s path theorem [33,
Theorem 4.34] in that subgraph, there is a chain of circles, C0;C1;y;Cm ¼ C; such
that Ci�1 and Ci share an edge. This implies that Ci�1 and Ci both have all node
points equal or both do not. The contradiction is obvious.
Therefore two cases are possible: all node points pv for vAN are equal, or they are

not. In the latter case, suppose there were a finite set X of nodes whose
corresponding node points had rank less than #X : Then X can be extended to a
finite set Y such that O1 ¼ O : Y is 2-connected and fpv: vAYg has rank less than
#Y : However, in O1;

Ê1D
[

vBw

LvwDfpv: vAYg:
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The ranks are, on the left, rkMðE1Þ ¼ #Y because LðO1Þ and GðO1Þ have rank #Y ;
and on the right, at most #Y because of the number of pv’s. Consequently, the
points pv for vAY are projectively independent. It follows that fpv: vANg is
independent.
That concludes the first part of the proof. We now must show that if all pv ¼ p0;

then M ¼ LðOÞ and the representation is a canonical lift representation, while if the
pv are independent, then M ¼ GðOÞ and the representation is a canonical bias
representation.

Case 1: All pv ¼ p0: That is, there is a point p0AP that lies on all lines Lvw: We
must prove that M ¼ L: In fact, we prove more. Let M0 be the one-point extension

of M on the set E0 ¼ E,fe0g; such that M0 is represented by Ê,fp0g; extending the
representation of M and with p0 representing e0: We show that M0 ¼ L0ðOÞ:
First we demonstrate that M0XL0: An independent set in L0\e0 ¼ L is necessarily

independent in M: A finite independent set in L0 that contains e0 is a forest F

together with e0: Let F0 ¼ F,fe0g ¼ fe0; e1;y; ekg: Since ê0 ¼ p0;
%̂F0 contains all

the lines Lvw for nodes v and w that are adjacent in F : Thus closM0
ðF0Þ contains all

edges parallel to those of F : The rank of this set of edges is k þ 1 in L and therefore is
no less in M: Thus rkM0

F0Xk þ 1 ¼ #F0; and it follows that F0 is independent in

M0: We conclude that M0XL0; consequently, also M0=e0XL0=e0 ¼ GðjjOjjÞ:
Now we show that M0=e0 ¼ L0=e0: We must prove that a circle C in jjOjj is

dependent in M0=e0: If C (of length l) is balanced, then it is dependent in G; hence in
M; and consequently in M=e0: If C is unbalanced, it is independent in L so

rkMðCÞ ¼ l: Take e0vw parallel to an edge evwAC; so Lvw ¼ êvwê0vw: We know

rkMðCÞ ¼ rkMðC,e0vwÞ ¼ l; therefore %̂C ¼ Ĉ,ê0vw+Lvw{p0: Thus rkðĈ,p0Þ ¼ l;
which means rkM0

ðC,e0Þ ¼ l; thus C has rank l � 1 in M0=e0: That is, C is

dependent. If evw has no parallel in E; then a half edge hv (or hw) is in E; then C,hv is
a circuit. Since hv is parallel to e0 in L0; again C is dependent in M0=e0:
We have just seen not only that M0=e0 ¼ GðjjOjjÞ but also that a circle is

dependent in M0 if and only if it is balanced. It follows from Proposition 4.6 that
M0 ¼ L0ðOÞ:

Case 2: fpv: vANg is an independent set. By Lemma 7.4, M� ¼ GðO�Þ:
We conclude that the theorem holds when O is thick. For if all pv ¼ p0; then

M ¼ LðOÞ and the original representation extends to a representation of L0ðOÞ;
hence is a canonical lift representation. If all pv are independent, then M ¼ GðOÞ and
the representation extends to one of GðO�Þ; hence is a canonical bias representation.
The lemma we apply to Case 2 is very general. Suppose a matroid M on EðOÞ is

represented in a projective space P so that there exist points pvAP; corresponding to
the nodes, that are independent and such that, if eAEvw; then êApvpw: Then we say
the representation has a complete set of node points.

Lemma 7.4. Let O be a biased graph with nX3 and M an intermediate matroid on O
that is represented in some projective space with a complete set of node points. Then the

representation is a canonical bias representation of O:
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Proof. Let M� be M together with the node points pv: Then M� satisfies (a, g) of
Section 6 because of the complete set of node points. It satisfies (b, c) because it is an
intermediate matroid. By Proposition 6.5 it is GðO�Þ: It follows that M ¼ GðOÞ: &

The proof of the complete Theorem 7.1 depends on the generality of Lemma 7.4.
Let O be as in the theorem and let Ot be a maximal thick subgraph of O: Thus Ot is 2-
connected and spanning. By the thick case applied to Ot; either all edge lines are
concurrent or there is a complete set of node points.

In the latter case, let the node points of Ot be pv for vAN and write X̂ ¼
fpv: vAXg: We know the node points of Ot are independent. We have to prove they
are node points of O: that is, if evw is a link without a parallel edge, then êvwApvpw:
There are internally disjoint paths P1 and P2 in Ot from v to w: Let e1 be parallel to
an edge in P1; then P1,fe1g is unbalanced. Either P,fe1; evwg contains a balanced
circle on evw; which is a circuit in L and G; hence in M; or P,fe1; evwg is a
contrabalanced theta graph, which is a circuit in L and G; thus in M: In either case,

evwAclosMðP,fe1gÞ: Therefore, êvwAN̂ðP1Þ: Similarly, êvwAN̂ðP2Þ: We deduce that

êvwAN̂ðP1Þ-N̂ðP2Þ ¼ pvpw: By Lemma 7.4, M ¼ GðOÞ and the representation is a
canonical bias representation.
What remains is the case in which all edge lines are concurrent at a point p0: Note

that an edge line Lvw exists if and only if vBw and Evw is unbalanced; and by Lemma
7.2 applied to Ot; if e is a half edge at v; then ê ¼ p0:
In order to prove that y is a canonical lift representation we must show that it

extends to a representation of L0ðOÞ:We do this by extending M to a matroid M� in
the sense of Section 6, that is, E� ¼ E,H where H ¼ fhv: vANg consists of one half
edge for each node and is disjoint from E: Extending y to E� by yðhvÞ ¼ p0 defines
M� as the matroid represented by the extended y; our task is to prove that
M� ¼ LðO�Þ:
We do so by means of Proposition 6.3. Properties ðb0Þ and (1) are obvious. That

M� is finitary follows from the finitarity of any projective dependence matroid. It
remains to establish (a).
For finite SDE; (a) is valid because rkMSprkGS: We therefore consider a set

SDE� such that S-Ha|: The first step depends on the nature of S-E:
If S-E is balanced, then rkM�SprkMðS-EÞ þ rkM� ðS-HÞ ¼ rkMðS-EÞ þ

1o#NðS-EÞ þ 1; so (a) is satisfied.

Suppose R ¼ S-E is unbalanced. If p0A %̂R; then closM�R+S so rkM�S ¼ rkMR

and (a) is satisfied. Thus we must show that p0A
%̂C when C is an unbalanced circle.

There are three cases.
Case 1: If E : NðCÞ contains a double link fe; e0g; then

P0AĈ,fê; ê0g;

so rkM�C�prkMðC,fe; e0gÞprkGðC,fe; e0gÞp#NðCÞ ¼ rkMC: Therefore Ĉ

spans Ĉ,fê; ê0g; consequently p0A
%̂C:
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Case 2: If there is a half edge e0 of O such that C,e0 is a circuit in M; then p0A
%̂C

because p0 ¼ yðe0Þ by Lemma 7.2. This applies in particular if NðCÞ supports a half
edge in O:

Case 3: If neither Case 1 nor Case 2 applies, choose two nodes v;wANðCÞ: By
Menger’s theorem there are internally disjoint paths vv0?w and ww0?v in Ot: We
focus on Evv0 : It contains a pair of parallel links, fe; e0g; or a link e and a half edge e0

which (since we are not in Case 2) is at v0: Again since we are not in Case 2, in both of

these subcases C,fe; e0g is a circuit in M: But also, p0Aêê0: Therefore, p0AĈ,ê:

Similarly, p0AĈ,f̂ if f :ww0 is a link. Since rkMðC,eÞ ¼ rkMðC,f Þ ¼ #NðCÞ þ 1
and rkMðC,fe; f gÞ ¼ #NðC,fe; f gÞ ¼ #NðCÞ þ 2 (all because C,e; C,f ; and
C,fe; f g are connected), by the submodular law

Ĉ,ê-Ĉ,f̂ ¼ %̂C:

Because p0 belongs to both terms on the left side, p0A
%̂C:

Now we demonstrate that M�
XLðO�Þ: Since M� is finitary, it suffices to show that

a finite independent set S in LðO�Þ is independent in M�: If SDE; S is independent in
M by the intermediacy of M: Otherwise, S consists of a half edge hAH and a finite
forest T ¼ S\ in O:

Suppose p0A %̂T: If T does not connect N; there is a link eAEðOtÞ whose endpoints v

and w are not connected by T : Evw contains another edge e0; and since p0êê0 or p0ê
0 is

a circuit and p0A %̂T; ê0AT̂,ê: Thus, e0AclosMðT,eÞ: However, T,e is balanced and
T,fe; e0g is not, so they cannot have the same rank in M: This contradiction shows
that T must be a spanning tree of O: In fact, we may assume that n is finite and no

forest U that is not a spanning tree has p0 contained in %̂U: Hence, T̂,p0 is a circuit
in M�:

Furthermore, if there is an edge eAT-EðOtÞ; then p0A %̂T implies
E : NðeÞDclosM�T ; so closMT is unbalanced. This is again a contradiction.

Therefore, T-EðOtÞ ¼ |:
Since nX3;T has an end node z; which is adjacent to a node y by an edge fAT :

Because Ot connects y to z but feEðOtÞ; y is adjacent to some xaz in Ot: Let
e; e0AExy: Now,

f̂AT̂\f̂,p0DT̂\f̂,fê; ê0g;

so fAclosMðT\f,fe; e0gÞ: However, this is impossible, as T\f,fe; e0gDE: ðN\zÞ
and closMðE: ðN\zÞÞDE : ðN\zÞ because M is intermediate. We conclude that p0e %̂T

and consequently M�
XLðO�Þ:

We have shown that M� satisfies ða; b0; 1Þ of Section 6 with respect to O�: The
weakest such matroid is LðO�Þ: On the other hand, M�

XLðO�Þ: It follows that
M� ¼ LðO�Þ; whence M ¼ LðOÞ and y is a canonical lift representation of O: &

Let us discuss the meaning of Theorem 7.1.
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First of all, it is a partial unique-representation theorem for GðOÞ and LðOÞ and it
proves Conjectures II.2.15 and II.3.14 for sufficiently thick graphs. Suppose the bias
and lift matroids are not equal, as for instance when O has disjoint unbalanced

circles. Then for each gain group G of O; GðOÞ has a unique representation (up to

gain-group embedding) over each skew field F for which G+F�; and LðOÞ has a
unique representation (up to gain-group embedding) over each skew field F for

which G+Fþ: If G is a subgroup of both F � and Fþ (as is Z; for instance, when
char F ¼ 0; but this can only happen when F is infinite), then GðOÞ and LðOÞ both
have representations over F ; canonically induced by the G-gains. These representa-
tions are, of course, inequivalent since GðOÞaLðOÞ: Moreover, there are no other
representations. (I am ignoring here the possibility that O has more than one

essentially different G-gain function. That will produce additional representations.)
Perhaps more remarkable is that, when GðOÞ and LðOÞ are equal, this one matroid

has two different kinds of representation. Again, each gain group GpF � or Fþ

produces a canonical bias or lift representation over F for each embedding G+F �

or G+Fþ: If GpF � and Fþ; the one matroid has (at least) two representations

canonically induced by the G-gains. These representations are inequivalent (since
nX3): we see this from the fact that the canonical bias representation extends to
node points pi that are all distinct, so the edge lines Lij are not concurrent, but in the

canonical lift representation the edge lines are concurrent at p0:
This double representability when GðOÞ ¼ LðOÞ is even more striking when O has

unique gains. (I mean that any two gain functions for O are switching equivalent
after appropriately switching and cutting down the gain group. Biased graphs with
this property include those of the group expansions of nontrivial 2-connected graphs;
see Theorem V.2.1.) Then GðOÞ has exactly two inequivalent representations over
any skew field that contains the gain group uniquely both additively and
multiplicatively.
We have already seen in Examples 2.1, 2.2, 4.1, and 4.2 applications of Theorem

7.1 to limit the variety of representations of a bias or lift matroid. In the former
two all representations are canonical bias, in the latter all are canonical lift.
Modified graphs exemplify the existence of both types of representation of the same
matroid.

Example 7.1 (Example 2.1 continued). Let F1 be F of Example 2.1 without h1 and
ð�1Þe22: Most of Example 2.1 applies but there is a big difference: GðF1Þ has
noncanonical bias representations. These arise from Theorem 7.1 and the fact that
GðF1Þ ¼ LðF1Þ: The theorem then says that GðF1Þ has two kinds of real
representation: canonical bias representations arising from R�-gains for /FS; in
which the three edge lines are nonconcurrent, and canonical lift representations

arising from Rþ-gains for F1; in which the three edge lines concur. For this to
actually occur there must be additive real gains for /F1S; and indeed there are.

Example 7.2 (Example 4.1 continued). Let F2 be F of Example 4.1 without h1 and
ð�1Þe22: Most of Example 4.1 remains valid, except that there are noncanonical
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representations of LðF2Þ: This is due, as in the previous example, to the isomorphism
of LðF2Þ with GðF2Þ: Thus all canonical bias representations of F2 are
representations of LðF2Þ but are not canonical lift representations because the edge
lines do not concur. Still, by Theorem 7.1 there are no other representations but
canonical lift and bias ones.

Example 7.3 (Integral gains). Take O to be /ZK3S or any subgraph /FS for which
FDZK3 is large enough to force unique gains. (I do not know whether such a F can
be finite; this is an interesting question for research.) Then any two nodes are
multiply adjacent, so that GðOÞ has exactly two kinds of inequivalent representations
(but not just two inequivalent representations) over F ¼ Q;R; and C: The first kind
is the canonical lift representations. All are projectively equivalent because they
differ only by the embedding Z+F ; which is determined by the image of 1; scaling
the 0th coordinate is the equivalence. Second, there are the canonical bias
representations, one for each possible image a of 1, namely any aa0; 71; in the
embedding Z+F : All are inequivalent, since scaling cannot transform one into
another.

Example 7.4 (Whirls). Tutte’s whirl matroid Wn ¼ GðC�
n ; |Þ is another which, by

Theorem 7.1, has only canonical representations. This means its representations over
any skew field are (up to projective equivalence) a 1-parameter family indexed by the
orbits of F�

\f1g under the action of Aut F : To see this we switch so that all edges but
one in the Cn have gain 1, and let a be the gain of the remaining edge. Clearly, aa1 is
the only restriction, and canonical bias representations corresponding to a and a0 are
projectively equivalent if and only if a and a0 are equivalent by an automorphism
(Proposition 2.9).
In particular, if RðqÞ is the number of inequivalent representations over Fq; we

have Rð2Þ ¼ 0; Rð3Þ ¼ 1; and in general7

RðqÞ ¼

q � 2 if q is prime;

�2þ
P
cjd

pc

c

Q
p0 jd

c
prime

1� 1

p0

� �
if q ¼ pd :

8>>><
>>>:

Example 7.5 (Signed expansion of K3; continued from Example 2.4). By Theorem
7.1 and the uniqueness of its gains (Theorem V.2.1), /7K3S has a canonical bias
representation over F if and only if char Fa2 and a canonical lift representation if
and only if char F ¼ 2; and each of these is the unique F -representation. It also has
representations over every field due to the isomorphism of Gð7K3Þ with GðK4Þ: If
we examine the representation of GðK4Þ (which is unique since the matroid is
unimodular [9]), we find that it is a canonical lift representation of 7K3 when
char F ¼ 2 and a canonical bias representation of 7K3 when char Fa2—just as it
should be. See Fig. 8.
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Quite a different aspect of Theorem 7.1 is its conclusion that M can only be L or
G—that is, there are no true intermediate matroids. This complements the similar
Proposition II.4.4, which concerns biased graphs that are full and complete but
assumes nothing about representability of M: In general, I believe, truly intermediate
matroids cannot exist except on graphs of low connectivity, possibly 2 or less. On a
separable graph they can exist.

Example 7.6 (True intermediate matroids). Suppose O has cutpoints u1;y; uk at
which a central part, O0; is separated from O1;y;Ok; respectively. Just to make the
description easier, suppose also that each ui supports a half edge hi: Let M be the
result of carrying out parallel connection of GðO0Þ with LðOiÞ at hi for all i40: Then
M is neither GðOÞ nor LðOÞ except in special cases, but it is intermediate between
them. Furthermore, M is representable over a skew field F if (and only if) all of
GðO0Þ; LðO1Þ;y;LðOkÞ are.

8. Seven Dwarves: Representations of the biased K4’s

We complete here the treatment of the seven biased graphs with underlying graph
K4; initiated in Part I and carried through Parts II and III. We call these biased
graphs Oi ¼ OiðK4Þ for i ¼ 1; 2;y; 7: Recapitulating their definitions: O1 ¼ /K4S is
balanced; O7 ¼ ðK4;+Þ is contrabalanced. O2 has two balanced triangles and
consequently one balanced quadrilateral, the sum of the triangles. O3 has the one
balanced triangle v1v2v3 and no balanced quadrilaterals. O4;O5; and O6 have no
balanced triangles and, respectively, three, two, and one balanced quadrilateral; then
O4 ¼ /� K4S:
We wish to know the skew fields F over which each of these has canonical bias and

lift representations as well as noncanonical matroid representations. The question is
simplified by the fact that GðOiÞ ¼ LðOiÞ; because K4 contains no two node-disjoint
circles. Therefore we have only one matroid to represent, but there are two distinct
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Fig. 8. The two kinds of representation in a plane of GðK4Þ; hence of Gð7K3Þ ¼ Lð7K3Þ: They are,

respectively, canonical bias and lift representations of 7K3:
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kinds of canonical representation that may or may not coincide. The facts are
presented in Table 1.
Section III.13c presents the chromatic and balanced chromatic polynomials. For

those matroids GðOiÞ that have a real or complex canonical representation, these
polynomials equal the characteristic polynomials of canonical hyperplanar

representations. The unsigned coefficients of l4; l3;y; l0 in the chromatic
polynomials are the Betti numbers b0; b1;y; b4 of the complement of a complex
hyperplanar bias representation as in Corollary 2.2. Similarly, the unsigned
coefficients in the balanced chromatic polynomial are the Betti numbers of the
complement of a complex affinographic representationAðOiÞ as in Corollary 4.5 (so
that here b4 ¼ 0). As for real representations, jwOi

ð�1Þj is the number of regions of a

hyperplanar representation in R4 and jwbOi
ð�1Þj is that of an affinographic

representation in A4ðRÞ: All these numbers are in Table 2. Bear in mind that by a

representation of Oi we mean a representation of any F�- or Fþ-gain graph F whose
biased graph /FS equals Oi: There may be many such gain graphs; see Section I.7.
Table 1 is justified by reasoning that has three parts: Table I.7.1 shows the possible

gain groups of a gain graph for Oi; from which we immediately deduce the precise
skew fields over which Oi has a canonical bias or lift representation; well-chosen
contractions show the nonexistence of representations over certain small fields; and
Proposition 8.1 assures us that there are no representations other than canonical
ones.
The well-chosen contractions are

GðO3=e14e24Þ ¼ L4;

GðO5=e13e23Þ ¼ L4;

GðO6=e13Þ ¼ U3;5 ¼ L>
5 ;

GðO7Þ ¼ U4;6 ¼ L>
6 ;

where Lk is a k-point line (a uniform matroid of rank two). Since representing Lk or

L>
k requires that jF jXk � 1; the last line of Table 1 follows at once.

Proposition 8.1. For each i ¼ 1; 2;y; 7; every representation of Oi is a canonical lift

representation or a canonical bias representation. When ip4; every representation is

both canonical bias and canonical lift, whenever both kinds exist (see Table 1). When

iZ5; no representation is simultaneously canonical for bias and lift.
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Table 1

The skew fields over which there do not exist canonical or any representations of the matroid GðOiÞ ¼
LðOiÞ for Oi ¼ OiðK4Þ:

O1 O2 O3 O4 O5 O6 O7

No can. bias rep. — F2 F2;F3 char=2 F2;F3 F2;F3; F4 F2;F3;F4
No can. lift rep. — — F2 chara2 char=2 F2;F3 F2;F3;F4
No rep. — — F2 — F2 F2;F3 F2;F3;F4
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Outline of proof. The lift matroid of Oi for i ¼ 1; 2; 4 is binary: graphic for i ¼ 1; 2
and a signed-graphic lift matroid for O4: Binary matroids are uniquely representable
up to projective equivalence over any skew field for which a representation exists [9];
therefore the canonical bias and lift representations of O1;O2; and O4 are the same
whenever both exist.
In other cases there is a node at which every triangle is unbalanced. We assume a

projective representation and use the notation of Section 7, in which ê represents edge e:

Lemma 8.2. In Oi; if every triangle incident to node vj is unbalanced, then the

intersection of the representations of these triangles is a single point.

We omit the proof. The point we call pj:

Now, if iX5 every node has a point pj: It is clear that either all the points coincide

or they have rank 4. One can verify that in the former case the representation extends
to one of L0ðOiÞ in which the pj represent the extra point e0; while in the latter case it

extends to one of GðO�
i Þ in which each pj represents the half edge hj at vj:

In the case of O3 Lemma 8.2 yields a point p4: One can prove that, p4 representing
e0; one has a representation of L0ðO3Þ; this is similar to the proof when iX5: Thus
any representation of O3 is a canonical lift representation. To conclude the proof we
must show that this is at the same time a canonical bias representation so long as
jF jX4:We let p4 represent h4:We need to locate points p2 and p3 representing h2 and

h3; then a point p1 representing h1 will be easy to find. We know p2Ap4ê24 and

p3Ap4ê34: However, certain points on those lines must be avoided. The exclusions

can be translated into a list of five points on p4ê24 that cannot be p2: If jF jX5; that

suffices to show p2 exists. If F ¼ F4 ¼ f0; 1;o;o2g; we know the exact representation

because, being a canonical lift representation, it arises from Fþ-gains, and we know

all possible Fþ4 -gains up to switching: they are jðeijÞ ¼ 0 except for jðe24Þ ¼ ok and

jðe34Þ ¼ okþ1 for some k: Scaling lets us take k ¼ 0: Now, with a single concrete
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Table 2

The number of regions ðrÞ and the complementary Betti numbers ðbjÞ of a hyperplanar representation of

Oi which is either a bias representation in R4 or C4 (left) or an affinographic representation in A4ðRÞ or
A4ðCÞ (right). (An affinographic representation of O4 does not exist in characteristic 0; the table shows the

numbers that would apply if it did.)

Bias representation Lift representation

Real Complex Real Complex

r b0;b1;b2; b3;b4 r b0;b1; b2;b3
O1 24 1, 6, 11, 6, 0 24 1, 6, 11, 6

O2 38 1, 6, 13, 13, 5 30 1, 6, 13, 10

O3 44 1, 6, 14, 16, 7 34 1, 6, 14, 13

O4 46 1, 6, 15, 17, 7 (35) (1, 6, 15, 13)

O5 48 1, 6, 15, 18, 8 36 1, 6, 15, 14

O6 50 1, 6, 15, 19, 9 37 1, 6, 15, 15

O7 52 1, 6, 15, 20, 10 38 1, 6, 15, 16
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representation in hand, we can show that two of the five forbidden points on p4ê24
coincide; that is, a possible p2 exists. Thus, the representation of GðO3Þ extends to
one of GðO�

3Þ: &

Finally, an unanswered question. Are all the canonical bias representations of Oi

actually different, that is, projectively inequivalent? For O1;O2; and O4 they are not,
and for the others they might not be although the gains are not unique up to
switching (by Section I.7). Similar remarks apply to canonical lift representations.
Indeed the Oi for i ¼ 3; 5; 6; 7 may be counterexamples to Conjectures 2.8 and 4.8,
but this is unexplored.

9. Questions

Certain questions naturally arise from our work, that refine the general problems
of representability raised in Problems II.2.13–14 and II.3.13. The greatest lack in our
theory, and a difficult problem, is the question of noncanonical representation of the
bias and lift matroids. Since there are natural ways to represent these matroids—by
canonical representations—the most natural question in the world is: which gain or
biased graphs allow a noncanonical representation? Although we can answer this for
some very special (though large) classes of biased graphs, namely full and thick
graphs, in general we are helpless. Even regarding such an obvious example as biased
complete graphs, whose large number of edges ought to permit some deductions
restricting possible representations, we can say nothing.
Consider the distinction between canonical and noncanonical representations.

Results like Propositions 2.4 and 4.3 and especially Theorem 7.1 show that many
biased graphs have only those representations, derived from gain functions in a skew
field, that we call ‘canonical’. Yet still these are only special kinds of biased graph.

Problem 9.1 (Problems 2.5 and 4.4). Which biased graphs have noncanonical
representations?

Since canonical representations depend on having suitable gains, and since
representability over finite fields is generally interesting, we ask about gains (for bias
representation) in the multiplicative group of a Galois field, more generally in cyclic
groups, and (for lift representation) in its additive group, which is a vector space over
a prime field.

Problem 9.2. In which cyclic groups does a given biased graph have gains? Which
biased graphs have gains in a given cyclic group?

Problem 9.3. In which vector spaces Fd
p does a given biased graph have gains? Which

biased graphs have gains in a given space Fd
p?

These questions are part of our legacy to the reader.
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Errata for Parts I and III

Part I, p. 48, bottom: ‘‘Example 7.i below.’’
Part III, p. 45: ‘‘substituting w ¼ 0; v ¼ �1; and w; x; l ¼ 1 in the appropriate

places.’’
Part III, p. 78, Example 12.2: G must be a simple graph.

Part III, p. 79: In (12.2) and (12.3), ðwx þ 1Þn should be ðwx þ vÞn: Also, m denotes

#E: In the specializations, ðwx þ 1Þn should be ðwx � 1Þn and ðx þ 1Þn should be

ðx � 1Þn:

Part III, p. 83: In (13.3), q
½b�
i should be Dq

½b�
i :
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